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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

I

Office of Regional Research and Service

1
March, 1986

Dear Colleague:
The Office of Regional Research and Service was established in
1981 in rededication to the historic commitment of Southern Illinois
University to serving the people of the southern Illinois region.
The Office helps to merge two principal University missions--research
and service--bringing knowledge ' to bear upon current and emerging
issues of importance to the people of southern Illinois.
This report, The Economic Impact of Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale Upon Nine Counties in the Southern Illinois Region For
the Year, 1984, written by Dr. Goldman, provides a useful view of
some of the effects of our institution on the region.
It is our hope that this document will help to form a base of
information and data useful in the development of plans and courses
of action leading to continuing growth and development in Southern
Illinois.
We are grateful to Dr. Goldman for his effort and are pleased to
share this document with you.

gg
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1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1
1

The purpose of this SIUC Economic Impact Study ·was to collect,
analyze and report data that showed the incremental contribution of the
University to the economies of nine counties in Southern Illinois.
Audited University financial documents were examined and data were
collected through questionnaires and interviews from selected samples
of University populations and various knowledgeable officials inside
and outside the University.

J
J
J

1984-85.

Most of the data were for fiscal year

We believe that the findings may reasonably be viewed as

base line information upon which annual conservative projections may
be made subject to relevant changes in the study variables.
Among the major findings are these:
1. The total amount of direct expenditures in the nine-county
region (exclusive of expenditures at SIUC) attributable to the presence
of SIUC is $162,772,474. Using a multiplier of 2.86 the indirect
expenditures are $465,529,276.
2. Gross salaries and wages for FAPCS (faculty, administrative/
professional and civil service personnel), graduate assistants and
student workers living in the nine-county region were $93.5 million.
The net salaries and wages (spendable income after deductions) were
$63.2 million.
3. The University community (FAPCS, retirees, students and others)
spent $118.1 million in the nine-county region and an additional $67.3
million at SIUC.
4. SIUC as an institution spent $23.4 million for support cost
items in the nine-county area.
5. SIUC spent over $44.7 million in construction dollars during the
1973-82 period.
6. Approximately 288,000 visitors spent a total of $17.6 million
in the nine-county region. Visitors spent an additional $3.2 million
at _SIUC.
iii

7. More than 3,500 school-age children of FAPCS and U.S. students
drew over $3.7 million in state aid to the public school systems they
attended.
8. Approximately 17,700 U.S. students and over 2,000 international
students are living in Southern Illinois because of the presence of SIUC.
Nearly 4,500 students, native to Southern Illinois, remain in the
nine-county region because of the presence of SIUC.
9. Of total revenues of $196.2 million in 1983-84, only 48%
($93.5 million) were state-appropriated tax dollars. The remainder
came from a variety of University-initiated activities including
tuition and fees, external grants and contracts, auxillary
enterprises and the like.
10. For every state tax dollar spent at SIUC in 1984-85 (exclusive
of Capital Board construction dollars) an additional $3.97 of economic
activity was generated.

[

11. On average, each FAPCS employee generated about$1 7,536 in
direct expenditures and $50,153 in indirect expenditures in the ninecounty region.

r

12. On average, each University retiree living in the nine-county
region generated about $16,477 in annual direct expenditures and
$47,124 in indirect expenditures in the nine-county region.
13. On average, each U.S. student generated about $6,910 in direct
expenditures and $19,763 in indirect expenditures in the nine-county
region.
14. On averag~ each international student generated about $11,209
in direct expenditures and $32,058 in indirect expenditures in the
nine-county region.
These data provide useful background information for business and
industry interested in knowing about the stability of the local economy.
Within certain degrees of confidence and barring unforeseen major
problems, it may be accepted that the SIUC annual economic impact on the
economies of the nine counties will be at least $163 million in direct
expenditOres and $465 million in indirect expenditures.
The presence of SIUC in the region has great potential for improving
the quality of life, increasing the number of residents and visitors,
attracting new businesses and holding current businesses and industries.
iv
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INTRODUCTION

One hundred and fifteen years after it was first chartered as a Normal
School,

11

tO educate teachers for the enhancement of education in the

Southern Illinois region, 11 the Southern Illinois University System
stands today as a major comprehensive university system with research,
service and teaching programs designed to achieve regional, state,
national and international goals.

With campuses at Carbondale and

Edwardsville and a School of Medicine in Springfield, the SIU System

I
I
I
I
I

serves approximately 33,000 students.

In 1983-84, the SIU System had

total revenues of $266.5 million (excluding construction funds).
This report is about Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
(SIUC).

In the 1984 fall semester, SIUC enrolled approximately 23,000

students (on and off-campus); employed over 3,800 faculty, administrative
professional and civil service staff members; supported about 1,450
graduate assistants and employed nearly 3,000 student workers.

SIUC

is organized into nine undergraduate colleges and schools and a graduate
school that offers master•s degrees through 56 programs, specialist degrees
in three areas, and doctoral degrees through 23 programs.

In addition,

SIUC includes the School of Law and the School of Medicine.
There are several broad dimensions by which SIUC may be described.
Among these are:
1. As a teaching entity, educating thousands of students for productive
living in United States and other societies.

I -2.

As a contributor to knowledge production and dissemination through
research and development.

3.

r-~ ·

As a rich resource of knowledge and skills for developmental
activities within the region, state, nation and abroad.

4.

As a source of cultural, artistic, athletic and other entertainment
activities.

5.

r

r

As a major force in the economic life of the geographic region in
which it is located.
A complete understanding of SIUC (indeed of any university) would

require insight into each of these complex dimensions as well as
knowledge of the dynamic interplay among them.
The focus of the present study is upon one of these dimensions,
namely, the impact of SIUC on the economy of Southern Illinois. (a)

I
I
I
I,
I
I
I

L
I
I

Simply

stated, this economic impact study is an attempt to express in dollar
terms what the presence of SIUC means to the economies of the nine
counties inmediately surrounding the University.
There is general agreement that SIUC is an important contributor to
the economy of Southern Illinois.

It has the largest payroll of any single

employer and contributes significantly to the flow of money through the
region.

Its employees and students play a major part in every aspect of

community life, and, most relevant to this study, they account for a
significant portion of the infusion of money into the region•s economy.
There are at least three reasons for carrying out this study.

aFor an economic impact report on SIU Edwardsville, see Levin, Stanford,
et. al., 1981. For an economic impact report on the SIU Sthool of Medicine,
see Moskoff, William et. al., 1980.
2

1.

SIUC makes an

11

incremental 11 contribution to the regional economy in

that its economic activities are over and above the level of economic
activities that would have occurred had SIUC not been established.
The size of this incremental contribution provides a measure of
SIUC's economic benefit to the Southern Ill1nois economy.
2.

SIUC is a publicly supported institution.

It is important that the

· public know the extent to which its tax dollars benefit the economic
development of the reg1on and the state.

[l

It is also important for

the public to know the extent to which its state tax dollars generate
11

I

rl
I

3.

non-state-tax 11 dollars that also benefit the economy.

There are many facets to SIUC's economic impact including direct purchases
of goods by the University and expenditures by various identifiable groups
paid by the University.

I

Knowledge of these expenditure patterns provides

•

a better understanding of the economic contributions made by various

r
I
I,
I~

populations within the total University community.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
In the spring of 1985, the SIUC Office of Regional Research and
Service began a study of the University's impact upon the economy of
Southern Illinois.
1.

I
I
I
I
I_·

The primary purposes of this study are:

To foster improved awareness and understanding of the scope and
breadth of SIUC's contribution to the economy of Southern Illinois.

2.

To establish a University economic data base which could become part
of a broader economic profile for the Southern Illinois region.

3.

To develop indicators for predicting the University's economic
impact according to the selected characteristics of the study.

The time period under study was F.Y 1.984-85.
3

DEFINITIONS
Direct Economic Impact refers to direct expenditures made by
individuals, groups or the institution (SIUC) within the region.
Indirect Economic Impact refers to the application of a 11 multiplier 11
to direct expenditures yielding an estimate of the number of dollars that

\

.

recirculate through the targeted geographic region.
SIUC Economic Impact refers to the incremental impact upon the economy
of Southern Illinois as a consequence of the presence of the University.

t .

It is both the Direct and Indirect Economic Impact.
Visitors refers to those residing outside the nine-county region who come
into ther.egion for limited periods of time to visit University-related
people or to participate in University-related activities.

They are

relevant to this study because of their expenditures during their visits.
Population refers to the total number of subjects within a category
about whom the study is being done, e.g., the total number of international
students at SIUC in 1984.
l •

Sample refers to the group selected by a certain method to represent
the target population and to whom a questionnaire was sent.

t •

Respondents refers to those who returned questionnaires with usable
responses which can be tallied, analyzed and included in the report.

An

unanswered question on the questionnaire is considered to be a non-usable
response.
The Multiplier is a derived economic measure which expresses the
number of dollars of economic activity resulting from each dollar spent
within a given area.

For this study the derived multiplier is 2.86.

a more detailed description of the multiplier see Appendix A.
4

For

I THE NINE-COUNTY KEGION

r

For purposes of this study, nine counties were identified as the
region wherein the bulk of SIUC-related expenditures in Southern Illinois
were made.

Approximately 95% of all SIUC employees and over 70% of the

1,224 annuitants living in Southern Illinois reside within these nine
counties.

Further, about 20,000 SIUC-enrolled students live within

these counties representing about 90% of all students enrolled at SIUC.
Table I-1 lists the counties, their 1980 population and 1984
unemployment data.

Table I-1

f{_
I
I

rl
I '_
l
I

The Nine Counties Included in the SIUC Economic Impact Study
County

1980 Population

Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Wi 11 i amson

I

I
I.

43,201
61 ,522
36,552
9,624
21 , 714
35,652
28,448
17,765
56,538
Total

I

Source:

1984 Unemployment Rate
16.6
8.7
13.6
17.7
14.9
10.5
15.9
16.7
17.8

311 ,016

Mean

14.71

Moore, James R. and Tyler Stanley R.,September 1985, Tables 1-1
and 1-2.

METHODOLOGY

I

I

An increasing number of universities have completed economic impact
studies utilizing methodologies and data-gathering devices of varying
complexity and sophistication.

A recently completed study of the University

of Wisconsin at Madison (UW-M) reports,
5

I

r

Well over 200 institutions of higher education have conducted
similar studies assessing their economic impact. Some of these
studies are quite sophisticated, emphasizing dozens of complex
econometric models, while others ut1lize less complex approaches
whi~h nonetheless produce comparable findings.
Our perspective
in choosing an approach was guided primarily by a desire to make
this report as accessible as possible to all members of the local
community. t a)
We adopted a similar perspective.
expenditure model approach.

In effect we followed a simple

Our focus was primarily upon one basic question.

How much money was spent in 1984-85 within the nine-county region by the
University as an institution and by major population groups associated
with the University? We asked samples of the selected populations to
respond to specially designed questionnaires, and, we then extrapolated
their responses to the larger population they represented.

We also

calculated a locally-based multiplier to determine the total indirect
economic impact.
Data were gathered from a variety of sources, including:

1.

Various University Offices including the SIU Office of the Chancellor,
Personnel Services, Payroll Office, Disbursements, Admissions and
Records, the SIU Arena, Men•s and Women•s Intercollegiate Athletics,
the SIU Annuitants Association, Institutional Research and Studies,
International Programs and Services, Shryock Auditorium, Touch of
Nature, Career Planning and Placement Center, Student Center,

I'

Scheduling

Offic~,

McLeod Theatre, Office of the SIUC President, ROTC,

Aviation Technology, Continuing Education, the SIU Foundation, and
the USDA Forestry Laboratory.

aRosen, Mark I., et. al.,page 5
6

2.

Reports from and Interviews with City, County and State Officials

including the assistant superintendent of the Illinois State Board of
Education and the director of the Carbondale Convention and Tourism
Bureau.
3.

Mailed Questionnaires were developed with modifications to accommodate

each of four groups of respondents.
in Appendix B.

A copy of each instrument is found

A pilot study was conducted to test the clarity of the

items used in the questionnaire.
a)

Faculty/Staff Questionnaires were mailed to faculty, administrative/
professional and civil service employees.

A weighted stratified

random sample of 595 individuals was drawn from the 3,633 SIUC
employees residing in the nine-county area.

Since the two most

relevant variables were income (not position title) and county of
residence, the total population was divided by income bracket in
intervals (e.g. 0- $4,999, etc. See Table C-1) and by county.
These data were provided by the SIU Personnel Services Office.
Each of the 595 questionnaires was assigned a code number for
purposes of follow-up only.

The first mailing was dated

March 21, 1985, with a follow-up mailed on April 9, 1985 to those
who had not responded.

The total return rate was 40.2%.

(239

usable returns)
b)

A list of retirees totaling 1,224 was provided by the SIU
Annuitants Association.

From this list (organized by county) a

weighted stratified random sample of 230, stratified by county,
was drawn from those listed as residing within the nine-county
region (total 869).

Each of the questionnaires was assigned a

code number for purposes of follow-up only.
7

Surveys were

I.
r~

mailed March 26, 1985 with a follow-up mailed on April 9, 1985 to those
who did not respond.

The return rate was 31.3%.

(72 usable returns)

c) A decision was made to separate student respondents by U.S. and
international categories.

This was done on the assumption that income

r·r

and expenditure patterns were different for the two groups.

r

A total of 652 U.S. students was drawn from a list of over 18,000 on-

r

campus students.

i)

United States

The sample of U.S. students was selected randomly from a computer
listing of U.S. students provided by the Office of Admissions and Records.

Each of the questionnaires was assigned a code number

for follow-up purposes only.

Surveys were mailed March 21, 1985, with

a follow-up survey mailed on April 9, 1985 to those who had not responded.
The return rate for U.S. students was 37.9%.

(247 usable returns)

ii) International

I
I

A sample of 188 international students was randomly selected from
a total list of 2,040 provided by the Office of Admissions and Records.
Each of the questionnaires was assigned a code number for follow-up
purposes only.

Surveys were mailed March 21, 1985, with a follow-up

survey mailed on April 9, 1985 to those who had not responded.

I
I

return rate was 47.3%.

The

(89 usable returns)

ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are made:
1)

Information provided by interviewees reflect reasonable

estimates.
2) The responses to the survey questions by the respondents
represent reasonable estimates.
8

I

r

r
I

3) Because of the way data are reported at SIUC, the study data
traverse more than one time period.

Expenditure data for SIUC as an

institution are taken from an audited report for the period July 1, 1983 June 30, 1984.

The faculty/staff and retirees respondents were asked

to reply in terms of the period July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1985.

Student

respondents were asked to reply in terms of the period August 15, 1984
to August 14, 1985.

Further, salaries and support costs are reported

in Chapter II on a 1984 calendar year basis.
we focused our time frame at FY 1Y84-85.

For ease of reporting,

We are assuming that the time

r

variations do not significantly affect the final economic impact numbers.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I_

LIMITATIONS
1) A review of similar studies reveals the usual limitations
of respondent-provided information.

However, the monetary values

associated with the University institutional expenditure data are taken
from audited reports and should be considered to be accurate and precise.
Interview data were reported by the interviewees as being conservative
and understated.

The expenditure data provided by the respondents to

the questionnaires are assumed to accurately reflect their direct
expenditure patterns.
, 2) Residences of University personnel are organized by zip code
area.

In some instances the reported zip code areas cross county

lines, causing some minor discrepancies in the actual numbers of
employees residing in each county.
3) It was beyond the scope of the study to gather such income

data as Social Security payments, investment gains, interest on
investments, etc .
9

r.

4) University construction expenditures vary year to year.
last reported

con~truction

The

expenditure for a full year is for 1982.

have no meaningful expenditure data for the period following 1982.

We
We

have chosen therefore not to include construction dollars in this study.
This omission results in understating the University•s overall annual
direct economic impact.

For a more detailed discussion, see Chapter II.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
As stated earlier in Chapter I, this SIUC economic impact study
is an attempt to express in dollar terms what the presence of the
University means to the economies of the selected nine counties.

We

maintain that all of the University institutional expenditures and
most of the University-related group expenditures are attributable
to the University•s presence in the region.
Our focus is upon expenditure data (as opposed to income data)
on the premise that money spent rather than money earned more accurately
reflects the extent of economic activity in the region.

We are not

so much concerned with the source of income as we are with the place
of expenditures. {a) Thus the salaries paid by the University (as shown
in Chapter II) are subsumed within the household expenditures of
University employees (as reported in Chapter III).
We report, as separate amounts, the expenditures made at SIUC
and those made elsewhere in the nine-county area.

We do so to show

the significant differences in these amounts and to avoid double
counting of group expenditures.

Expenditures made at SIUC become a

aFar a brief report on where Southern Illinois consumers spend
their dollars, see Southern Illinois Out Shopping Study, Dec. 2, 1983.
10
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r

portion of the salaries paid to employees, which in this study are

f_

subsumed under household expenditures.

r-

are included in the total direct University expenditures.

1

I
I
I
I
I

Thus only University

institutional support cost expenditures in the nine-county region
We are

comfortable with the premise that at least 25% of the state
appropriated (tax) dollars are spent in the nine-county region.

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS
Tables I-2, I-3, 1-4, and I-5 summarize demographic descriptors
of the survey respondents and show how representative these respondents
are of the populations from which they are drawn.

For more demographic

characteristics of the respondents and the populations see Appendix C.

Table I-2
Summary of Demographic Data for Survey Respondents and Population for
Faculty, Administrative/Professional and Civil Service Personnel
Category
Mean Income Range
%Male
% Female
Median Age
Mean Age

Population

Respondents

$15,000 - $20,000

$20,000 - $25,000

56

44
41

70
30
43

41.7

44.1

Table I-3
Summary of Demographic Data for Retiree Survey Respondents
Category
% Male
% Female
Median Age
Mean Age

Population*

Respondents
58

42
70
70.17

*No data were available

I

r-

r

r

r

Table I-4
Summary of Demographic Data for Survey Respondents and Population for
U.S. Students
Category

Population

%Male
% Female
% Wndergraduate
% Graduate
Mean Age
Median Age

63
37
83
17
23.1
20.8

Respondents
56
44
80
20
22
23.5

Table I-5
Summary of Demographic Data for Survey Respondents and
Population for International Students
Category

Population

Respondents

71

76
24
69
31
25
24

%Male
% Female
% Undergraduate
% Graduate
Mean Age
Median Age

29
68
32
25.1
24.3

SUMMARY
The presence of SIUC in Southern Illinois has enormous impact
upon the economy of the region.

The purpose of this study is to describe

the extent of this economic impact by collecting, analyzing and reporting
the expenditures made by SIUC as an institution and by Universityrelated groups and events in the nine-county area immediately surrounding
SIUC.

The populations included in this study are faculty, administrative/

professional and civil service employees, University retirees, students
and visitors.

12
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CHAPTER II

f_

r=
r~

SIUC:

INSTITUTIONAL EXPENDITURES

SIUC may be viewed as a complex institution, purchasing goods and
services and employing large numbers of people who contribute to the
economic life of the community in which they live.

I

The University•s

economic impact involves the incremental dollars it brings to the ninecounty region over and above the level of economic activity that would
have occurred had the University not been in the region.

The impact is

measured by the dollars SIUC spends in the region (direct impact) and
the circulation of these dollars within the economic fabric of the
region (indirect impact).
As may be seen from Table II-1, SIUC accounted for total revenue
of $196,251,844 in 1983-84.

Of this total, less than half (approximately

48%- $93,553,696) came from State of Illinois tax dollars.

The

remainder came from a variety of SIUC-initiated activities (e.g., student

I.

tuition and fees, external grants and contracts, student housing, airport,
Student Center, etc.).

I
I.
I,

University expenditures are divided into three broad categories:
1) salaries and wages, 2) support costs and 3) construction.

SALARIES AND WAGES
During the 1984 calendar year the total SIUC payroll was
approximately $116.6 million.

Map I shows the distribution of these

dollars by all counties in the State of Illinois.
13
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Of this total,

I
r~

Table Il-l
SIUC Revenues for Fiscal Year 1983-1984

rr~

1:
I~

1-

,-

Revenues:
Education and General:
State Appropriations - General Revenue Fund
Student Tuition and Fees University Income Fund
Other Student Fees:
Athletic Fees
Student Welfare Recreation Fund Fees
Student Activity Fees
Revenue Bond Fee
Grants and Contracts:
Federal
State
Other Government
Private
Sales and Services of Education Activities
Sales and Services of University Income Fund
Investment Income
Exchange of University Income Fund for General Revenue '
Fund - Office of the Chancellor
Total Educational and General
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Funded Debt Enterprises
Other Auxiliary Enterprises
Total Auxiliary Enterprises

32,197,886.45(a)
1,318,388.64
934,352.84
344,535.20
2,030,965.58
15,884,705.81
4,720,860.46
930,094.33
4,344,042.41
. 17,413,284.80
181,674.99
712,985.63
(160,672.95)
174,406,800.74
18,223,893.33
3,621,150.77
21,845,044.10
$196,251,844.84(b)

Total Revenues
Source:

$ 93,553,696.55

Supplement to Annual Financial Report 1984 for the Year Ended
June 30 (Southern Illinois Un1versity, 1984~p. 26.

aincludes tuition waivers as follows:
Institutional Support
Scholarships and Fellowships
Total
bincludes $23,997,710.91 in restricted revenues
14

$ 2,172,316.00

1,467,235.00
$ 3,639,551.00
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Map I - SIUC 1984 Payroll by County in Thousands of Dollars
(Total Payroll $116,635,740)
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about 80% ($93,594,000) was paid to faculty, administrative/professional,

r:-

and civil service (FAPCS) employees, and to graduate assistants and

r~

shows the distribution among these counties. (a)

r ~-

'·-

student workers in the nine-county area of this study.

account for over 97% of the total ($91,597,000).

Table II-2
Gross Wages and Salaries for Faculty, Administrative/Professional and
Civil Service (FAPCS) Employees, Graduate Assistants and Student Workers
in the Nine-County Area for Calendar Year 1984
County
Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Wi 11 i amson
Total

I
I
I
I

As may be seen from

Table II-2, four counties (Jackson, Will{amson, Union and Franklin)

:-

1,_
I
I
I

Table II-2

Amount

% of Total

1,999,000
75,927,000
144,000
450,000
903,000
181,000
319,000
3,614,000
10,057,000

2.1
81.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
0.2
0.3
3.9
10.7

$93,594,000

100.0

In analyzing the payroll, however, it is important to note that
approximately one-third of the gross pay does not come to this region.
Table II-3 shows that of an $85.3 million payroll (excluding student
workers) nearly $30 million in deductions are made, most of which go

aDistribution by county was determined by the home zip code numbers
as reported by the employee. In a number of instances, graduate assistants
and student workers have their checks mailed to their home addresses
outside the nine-county area. They are not included in the 80% figure.
We can assume with some degree of certainty that most or all of their
salaries are returned to them for spending within the nine-county area.
Thus the 80% figure can be viewed as an underestimate.
16
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Table II-3
Payroll Deductions and Net Pay for Faculty, Administrative/Professionals, and*Civil Service (FAPCS) Personnel
and Graduate Assistants for Calendar Year 1984

'I

STATE
RETIREMENT

HOSPITALIZATION

Life
INSURANCE

OTHER
DEDUCTIONS

13,462

152,125

39,715

13 '125

174,785

1,497,781

2,172,671

4,406,788

1,171,233

298,549

5,239,773

14,175

2,979

1,856

6,830

1,034

486

11 ,318

38,678

104,429

414,562

50,864

9,582

15,667

27,034

9,391

1 ,927

32,358

146,823

267,739

PERRY

843,884

110,592

20,002

1,140

58,91 2

14,673

5,725

70,667

281,711

562,173

RANDOLPH

160,209

20,124

3,840

0

7,890

4,611

463

10,775

47,703

11 2,506

SALINE

270,881

34,465

6,361

3,544

17,777

4,644

945

30,975

98,711

172,170

UNION

3,548,678

472,423

82,091

52,851

247,578

83,021

17 '122

225,906 .

1,180,992

2,367,686

WILLIAMSON

9,922,272

1,265,058

228,262

211 ,605

702,168

210,512

49,046

872,474

3,539,125

6,383,147

NINE COUNTY TOTAL

85,384,295

10,953,562

1 ,899,047

2,472,796

5,627,102

1,538,834

387,388

6,669,031

SANGAMON

13 ,670,884

1,977,374

318,909

288,544

910,493

218,304

47,327

545,743

4,306,694

9,364,190

OTHER ILLINOIS TOTAL

4,504,022

510,458

102,348

41,496

192,098

54,030

8,487

225,022

1,133,939

3,370,083

OTHER U.S. TOTAL

5,424,775

595,666

63,876

103,203

221 ,926

52,967

12,566

357,212

1,407,416

4,017,359

313,130

10,791

2,410

0

8,281

3,046

531

46,015

71 ,074

242,056

109,297,106 14,047,851

2,386,590

2,906,039

6,959,900

1 ,867,181

456,299

7,843,023

GROSS PAY

FEDERAL TAX

FRANKLIN

2,040,165

JACKSON

STATE TAX

ANNUITIES

288,711

48,149

68,040,537

8,697, 150

JEFFERSON

143,107

JOHNSON

OUTSIDE U.S. TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

*Source:

SIUC Payroll Office
Excludes approximately $7 . 4 million for student workers

TOTAL
DEDUCTIONS
730,072

NET PAY
1,310,093

23,483,945 44,556,59 2

29,547,760 55,836,535

36,466,883 72,830, 223

I
to other parts of the state to pay for such items as health and life
insurance, federal and state tax, etc.

A net of nearly $56 million

(excluding student workers) comes to this area and is available to
spend in the local economy.

r
r
r.
I.

r
[_

I
I
[

(We need to point out that certain of

the dollars in the 11 0ther deductions 11 category probably do come to
the area as payroll deductions payable to the United Way, SIU Credit
Union, etc.

We do not have the details of this category.)

SUPPORT COSTS
Support Cost expenditures include such items as equipment,
commodities, contractual services, telecommunications, travel, and
operation of automotive equipment.

The total amount for calendar year

1984 was $55,637,160, of which $22,153,131 was spent within the

nine-county area.
Table II-4
University Support Cost Expenditures in Nine-County Area for
Calendar Year 1984 by Source of Funds
State
Local{a)
County
Total
$
Franklin
199,847
$
11,820
211 ,667
$
Jackson
15,795,919
3,208,381
19,004,300
Jefferson
154,962
25,708
180,670
115,873
1,171
117,044
Johnson
Perry
498,482
8,394
506,876
Randolph
635,165
3,147
638,312
111,257
26,260
137,517
Saline
262,270
20,178
282,448
Union
964,025
110,272
1,074,297
Williamson
$ 18,737,800
$3,415,331
Total
$ 22' 153 '131
Source: Disbursement Office
aLocally generated funds come from a variety of sources other than
state appropriations, including research and training grants, fees, sale
of goods and services, and the like.
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Map II - Direct University Support Cost Expenditures* jn Illinois by
County for Calendar Year 1984
* In Thousands of Dollars
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As may be seen from Table II-4, the largest support-cost
expenditures are made in Jackson County.

At just over $19 million,

Jackson County receives more than one-third of the $55.64 million
total and almost 86% of the $22.15 million spent in the nine-county
region.

As may be seen from Map II, Cook County at $11.31 million

is the second largest recipient of the SIUC support

expenditures~

Slightly less than half of this amount is represented by contributions
to the State Universities Retirement System.
Sangamon County ranks third in support cost expenditures receiving
$2.15 million.
services.

Three-quarters of that amount is spent on telecommunication

Other counties of expenditure significance outside the nine-

county area include Champaign ($.51 million}, St. Clair ($.45 million),
DuPage ($.23 million), and Madison ($.20 million).
About $17.27 million in support-costs were spent outside Illinois,
mostly on equipment, commodities, contractual services and merchandise
for resale.

CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES
Construction revenue is reported as separate dollars appropriated
through the State Capital Development Board.

Construction expenditures

can vary substantially year to year, and picking one year to examine in
some detail can provide a distorted picture.

There are at least four

broad phases involved with capital expenditures:
release, and expenditure.

request, appropriation,

All four phases are almost always in process,

spreading over more than one year.

The reporting system for capital

expenditures provides a 11 rolling balance" over a period of years and
20

shows varying amounts expended from released dollars over more than one
year.

After funds have been released it often takes more than one year

to expend the total amount released.
During the period 1973-82, over $44.7 million were spent for construction
in amounts ranging from $10.8 million in 1979 to $233,999 in 1974. ta)
It would appear that over the 11-year period, one could suggest
average annual construction expenditures of $4.1 million.

However

during the year of our study (1984-85) only $41,360 were reported as

I
I
I
I~
I
I
I
I
I

having been spent as of August 30, 1985. (b)

This figure dramatically

understates reality with respect to the overall impact of the construction
spending.

Another limitation is the unavailability of data showing how

many of the construction dollars are expended in the nine-county area of
our study.

Given these limitations, we have chosen not to include

construction dollars in this study.

This omission adds credence to our

statement that the economic impact numbers are understated and should be
viewed as representing the bottom of the range of the economic impact.
SUMMARY
SIUC institutional revenues in 1983-84 were in excess of $196
million.

The University•s $93.6 million payroll for employees residing

within the nine-counties represents a substantial source of expendable
income for the region.

In addition, as an institutional entity, SIUC

spent over $22.1 million in support cost dollars within the nine-county
region for such items as equipment, commodities, travel, operation of
automotive equipment and the like.
asu lement to Annual Financial Re ort 1984 for the Year Ended
June 30, Southern Illinois University.
pp. 136 - 138
bReport of the Office of the Controller, September 9, 1985
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CHAPTER III
EXPENDITURES BY SIUC EMPLOYEES, RETIREES, STUDENTS AND OTHERS

In this chapter are reported the responses to certain items from
the questionnaires.

The complete questionnaires are in Appendix B.

FACULTY, ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL AND
CIVIL SERVICE (FAPCS) EXPENDITURES
According to the SIUC Personnel Services Office, 3,633 (out of a
total 3,892) FAPCS employees live within the nine-county area.

A

weighted, stratified sample of 595 subjects was randomly selected
from this group.

Their salaries were grouped and analyzed by income

bracket (e.g. $0 - $4,999; see Table C-6) and by county. (a) A larger
percentage of subjects was selected from the counties and income
group with a low total number of employees.

This was done to ensure

a reasonable number of responses from these counties and income groups.(b)
To correct for this bias, the responses were weighted down appropriately.
A total of 595 questionnaires was mailed on March 21, 1985.
second mailing

~as

A

sent on April 9, 1985 to those who had not responded

aEmployees listing a home address outside the nine-county area were
not included in this study, and their expenditures are not part of this
study.
bThis selection process may explain in part the reason why the
survey respondents• average income is one interval ($20 - 25,000)
higher than the average income for the population ($15- 20,000).
22

to our first mailing.

A total of 239 questionnaires (40.2% of the

sample) was returned with usable responses to expenditure-related
questions.
The total expenditure for each FAPCS employee was calculated from
responses to questions 7, 8, 9 of the FAPCS questionnaire {See
Appendix B).

Respondents were asked to compute their net household

income for 1984-85 (minus state and federal taxes and deductions for
retirement), identify the sources of that income, and report the
percent of the net saved.

The formula used to determine an employee•s

total expenditure was:

I,

I

Annual Net
Household
Income

X

% of Annual Net
1 _ Household Income Saved
lOO

X

%of Net Household
Income from SIUC
+ Other Income
100

To determine the location of individual expenditures, the figure
arrived at from the above calculation was multiplied by the responses
in question 10 {percent of annual household income spent in certain
geographic locations

see Appendix B).

From the survey results we estimate that the mean 1984-85 household
expenditures for each FAPCS living in the nine-county area were
$18,149. (a)

Of that amount, $15,055 was spent within the nine-counties

and $3,094 was spent elsewhere inside and outside Illinois.

Of this

ait is of interest to note that a study of economic impact of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison {UW-M) using certain different methodologies
concluded that the average employee household spent $19,873 in 1983-84.
{See Rosen, et. al., page 21.)
23
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I latter amount, $577 was spent at SIUC.
Extrapolations were made from the survey responses to the population
and the results are reported in Table III-1.

As may be seen from

Table III-1, FAPCS spent over $54 million in 1984-85 in the ninecounty region.

They also spent an additional $2 million at SIUC.

Table III-1

r.
I
I
I
I
I

Faculty, Administrative/Professional, and Civil Service (FAPCS)
Expenditure Data by County for 1984-85
Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Williamson
Nine-County Total
SIUC
Elsewhere in Illinois
Elsewhere outside of Illinois
Subtotal
Grand Total
Source:

1,042,832
46,074,844
254,411
131 ,563
549 '188
91 ,671
233,681
1,495,147
4,819,915
$54,693,252
2,096,849
3,247,574
5,896,224
ll ,240,647
$65,933,899

Survey Returns

RETIREE EXPENDITURES
The SIUC Annuitants Association lists 1,224 members, of which
869 reside in the nine-county region.

A random sample, weighted and

stratified by county, was selected from this latter group.

Two hundred

thirty (230) questionnaires were mailed, with the counties of fewest
residents receiving a greater percentage of questionnaires to ensure
24

an adequate return.
A total of 67 questionnaires (29.1 %of the sample) was returned
with usable responses to expenditure related questions.
questions 6 - 9 of the retirees questionnaire were used.

Responses to
(See

Appendix B)
The computation of each annuitant's expenditures was done in
a manner similar to that of the FAPCS group.
To determine a retiree's total household expenditures, the
following formula was used:

Annual Net
Household
Income

X

1 -

% of Annual Net
Household Income Saved
100

% of Net Household
Income from SIUC +
Other Income +
X Retirement Income
100

From the survey data, we estimate that the average retiree household
in the nine-county area spent $18,214 in 1984-85, of which $15,300 was
spent in the nine-counties and $2,944 was spent elsewhere inside and
outside Illinois. (a) Of this latter amount, $312 was spent at SIUC.
The retirees• reported household expenditures were extrapolated
to the total retiree population.

As may be seen from Table III-2

retirees spent over $13 million in 1984-85 in the nine-county area.

aA September 1984 survey of the members of the SIUC Annuitants
Association revealed that the median income for all annuitants in 1984
was $25,000. The SIUC Annuitants Association includes retired faculty,
administrative/professional and civil service personnel.
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They spent an additional $271,721 at SIUC.

(a)

Table III-2
Retiree Household Expenditure Data By County For 1984-85
Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Wi 11 i amson
Nine-County Total

570,833
10,000,881
32,640
41 ,285
423,800
66,976
87,500
456 '149
1,616,314
$13,296,378

SIUC
Elsewhere in Illinois
Elsewhere outside of Illinois
Subtotal
Grand Total
Source:

271 '721
755,031
1,504,695
2,531 ,447
$15,827,825

Survey Returns

a
'The U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, reports
that the annual intermediate and higher budget for a retired couple
(65 years and older) in 1981 was:
Items

Annual Budget*
Intermediate

Food
Housing
Transportation
Clothing
Personal Care
Medical Care
Other
*Does not include taxes.
Source:

News July 30, 1982
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Higher

2877
3055
1095
443
320
1158
1048

3710
5159
2007
678
474
1165
2034

$9,996

$15,227

I-

U.S. STUDENT EXPENDITURES
U.S. student expenditures were derived from responses to
questionnaires mailed to 652 randomly selected U.S. students.

Names and

addresses were provided by the Office of Admissions and Records.

A

total of 245 questionnaires was returned with usable responses to
expenditure related questions.

The usable return rate was 37.6%.

Of the usable responses, 30 (12.24%) indicated that if SIUC did not
exist, they would still reside in Southern Illinois.

Their local

expenditures should not be considered the result of the presence of
the University.

Their responses therefore were not included in the

total, and the total enrollment was reduced by 12.24%. Thus, of the
18,368 U.S. students enrolled on campus in fall semester 1984, only
17,743 may be considered to have lived in the nine-county area because
of the presence of SIUC. (a)

I

[_

l

This number, 17,743, was used in our

aOf a 1984-85 enrollment of 22,874 students, 2,466 were enrolled offcampus and 2,040 were foreign students. This left a total of 18,368 U.S.
student enrollees on campus. The total number of U.S. students who showed
the same home and University address within the nine-county region was
5,101. Assuming that the 12.24% is most applicable to those already
living in the nine-county area, we estimate that the number of U.S.
students who say that they would be living in Southern Illinois were
SIUC not in the region is 625. Using these data the following conclusions
are plaUsible:
-4,476 (5,101-625) U.S. students already living in the nine-county
region stay in the region because of the presence of SIUC.
-13,267 (18,368-5,101) U.S. students came to live in Southern Illinois
because of the presence of SIUC.
We estimate that the total number of U.S. students in 1984-85 who
were living in Southern Illinois because of the presence of SIUC was
17,743. The source of our enrollment figures is the Office of Institutional
Research and Studies.
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calculations of U.S. student expenditures.

The location and magnitude of expenditures for students were
calculated from responses to questions 9 and 10 from the student
questionnaires. (a)

Students were asked to estimate their total

expenses for the 1984-85 school year and then to determine where these
expenses were made.

(The questionnaires are in Appendix B.)

From the

results of the surveys, we estimate that the average U.S. student spent
$5,740 during the 1984-85 school year.

Of this amount $2,302 was

spent in the nine counties, $3,046 was spent at SIUC and the
remaining $392 was spent elsewhere inside and outside Illinois. (b)
Expenditure figures for the U.S. student population (17,743) were
then extrapolated from the survey expenditure data.

As may be seen

from Table III-3, U.S. students spent an estimated $40.8 million in

I
I

1984-85 within the nine-county area.

They also spent over $54 million

at SIUC.

I
I
aWe did not look at expenditures of fraternities and sororities.
The omission of their direct expenditures (housing, food, entertainment,
etc.) underscores the fact that our estimates are understated.
brhe UW-M study revealed that "the average student spent $547 a
month locally not including money given to the University." (Rosen, et.
al., page 29) This is for all U.S. and foreign students for the school
year 1983-84. Thus the average UW-M student spent ($547 X 9) or
$4,923 per school year in Dane County.
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Table III-3

u.s.

Student Direct Expenditure Data by County
For 1984-85

Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Williamson
Nine-County Total

$

$

443' 116
36,261,369
75 '172
0
463,651
820,594
158,528
1 '110,035
l ,517,094
40,849,559
54,045,178
5,570,462
1,383,453

SIUC
Elsewhere in Illinois
Elsewhere outside of Illinois

60,999,093

Subtotal

$

Grand Total

$ 101 ,848,652

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXPENDITURES
During- the 1984 fall semester, 2,040 foreign students were enrolled
in degree granting programs at SIUC.

Another 299 were involved in other

programs (CESL, Practical Training, and other non-credit programs).
These students were not included in the surveys nor counted in the
total (we used only degree enrollment data).

This omission leads to

understating foreign student expenditures.
Surveys were mailed to 188 randomly selected foreign students.
A total of 63 questionnaires was returned with usable responses to
expenditure-related questions.

The usable return rate was 33.5%.

It was assumed that foreign student expenditures were made
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almost entirely in Jackson County. (a)

Thus, foreign students were not asked

to estimate their expenditures in the region•s other eight counties.
Responses to questions 8 and 9 of the international student
questionnaire were used to determine the magnitude and location of
individual expenditures.

The foreign students were asked to estimate

their expenses for the 1984-85 school year and to indicate where their
dollars were spent.

Nearly half of the foreign students questioned

responded that 100% of their income originated outside of the United
States.

I
I-

From survey data, we estimate that the average foreign student

spent a total of $9,846 during the 1984-85 school year.

Of that

amount, $3,615 was spent in Jackson County, $5,327 was spent at SIUC
and $905 was spent elsewhere inside and outside Illinois.
As may be seen from Table III-4, foreign students spent an
estimated $7.4 million in 1984-85 in Jackson County.

They spent

an additional $10.9 million at SIUC.
Table III-4
Foreign Student Direct Expenditure Data
for 1984-85
Jackson County
SIUC
Elsewhere in Illinois
Elsewhere outside of Illinois

$

7,373,823
10,866,464
795,309
1,049,790

Grand Total

$

20,085,386

aThis assumption is not entirely valid, and the consequence is
overstatement of expenditures in Jackson County and understatement
of expenditures for other counties. This factor does not affect the
aggregate expenditures.
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OTHER EXPENDITURES
There are at least four SIUC-related entities that contribute
to the economy of the nine-county region but are not reported through
the regular SIUC budgetary process.

They are:

ROTC, the SIU Foundation,

the USDA Forest Experiment Center and the Student Center.

These four

entities pay their employees and most of their expenses directly.
Table III-5 shows the distribution of the employees in the
aggregate by county and reports the amount of money they spent in each
county.

Table II I-5
Distribution of 11 0ther 11 Employees By County
and Their Estimated Expenditu~a~ in Each County
For 1984-85~ 1

rm

No. of Em[:!lo~ees(b)

Count~

87
16
6
3
1
1

Jackson
Williamson
Union
Franklin
Perry
Saline

Total

114

Total Estimated Ex[:!enditures (c)
$1 ,309,785
240,880
90,330
45,165
15,055
15,055
$1,716,270

aWe do not have responses directly from these employees and have
no information as to where and how they spent their dollars. We
attribute their estimate average 1984-85 household expenditures to
their county of residence.
b

.

Source:

Officials of each of the four entities.

cAssuming that the derived 1984-85 household expenditure total
for each employee is the same as that of the average FAPCS - $15,055.
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We have derived a 1984-85 household expenditure at SIUC for each

I

f:_
r~

r_

FAPCS of $577.

Assuming the 114 11 0ther 11 employees spent a similar amount

each, the total derived 1984-85 11 other 11 household expenditures at SIUC
were $65,778.
In addition, the four entities spent an estimated $1,266,000 in
aggregate support costs in 1984-85.

SUMMARY

f._
I
I~

I_
I~

I_

'~

As may be seen from Table III-6, the University community
(FAPCS, retirees, U.S. and foreign students, and others) spent an
estimated $205,643,415 in 1984-85 in all locations.

Of this total,

$118,094,887 or 57% was spent in the nine-county region.

Jackson County

was by far the greatest beneficiary of expenditures with $101 million
or 85% of the nine-county total.
About 32% ($67,345,990) of the grand total was spent at SIUC.
This amount is separate from the nine-county totals in that money
spent at SIUC goes directly into University and related entity budgets
to become part of SIUC•s institutional expenditures.
Slightly more than 5% ($10.4 million) was spent elsewhere in
Illinois and just under 5% {$9.8 million) was spent outside Illinois.
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Table III-6
Summary of University Community (FAPCS, Retirees, Students, Other)
Estimated Direct Expenditures for 1984-85

I_
I_

Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Williamson
Nine-County Total

r

SIUC
Elsewhere in Illinois
Elsewhere outside of Illinois

$ 67,345,990
10,368,376
9 ,834,162

III

Subtotal

$ 87,548,528

Grand Total

$205,643,415*

r_

I~

*See discussion on 11 0ther Expenditures. 11
nine-county and SIUC totals only.

$

11

2,101,946
101,020,702
362,223
172,848
1 ,451 ,694
979,241
494,764
3,151,661
8,194,203
118,094,887

0ther 11 :figures are included in the

CHAPTEK IV
EXPENDITURES BY VISITORS

The presence of a large, active, comprehensive university in
Southern Illinois represents a major attraction for visitors.

Faculty

members, performers, athletes, sports enthusiasts, and others are
drawn to the campus by a variety of events ranging from scholarly
conferences to concerts to athletic contests.

Parents, relatives and

friends of students, FAPCS, and retirees come to the area for a variety
of reasons including University sponsored events such as Parents
Weekend, Homecoming, and Graduation.

Recruiters for business and

industry come to campus to interview students for potential employment.
Sales representatives and others come to do business with the institution
and its employees.

Prospective students and their parents visit the

campus to decide on whether or not to enroll at SIUC.

Alumni visit

the campus for a variety of activities designed especially for them.
A very large number of visitors are drawn to the area because of
the presence of SIUC.

All visitors enrich the area by their presence.

They also enrich the economy by their expenditures.

METHODOLOGY
Estimating visitor expenditures is extremely difficult.
few instances are

11

hard data 11 collected.

In very

Further, visitor expenditures

vary according to the event, the nature of the visit, geographic origin
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of the visitor and length of time stayed in the area.
Our data were collected from a variety of sources:
1.

We asked respondents to our questionnaires to report the number

of visitors from outside the nine-county region they had during 1984-85
and to estimate the amount of money these visitors spent at SIUC,
in Jackson County and in the other eight counties.

We then calculated

an average expenditure for each category of respondents and multiplied
that number by the appropriate population number.
2.

We interviewed a number of knowledgeable officials who manage

significant University-related attractions (e.g., the SIU Arena) and
asked them to make "best estimates" as to the number of visitors to
their events and the total expenditures by these visitors relative to
these events.

It was assumed that these data pertained to Jackson

County, since the events occurred in that county.

The following

expenditure parameters were set by these officials:
a.

A $10/visitor/day expenditure figure was utilized for

the Arena, McLeod Theatre, Shryock Auditorium and certain other
attractions.
b.

The tourist industry uses a standard $75/day for visitors

attending overnight business seminars and/or conferences.
was used to calculate expenditures for business

The figure

rep~esentatives

who

attend overnight conferences held at the Student Center and through
Continuing Education.
c.

Conferences and seminars held at Touch of Nature (TON)

were calculated at a lower rate because of the rate for lodging and
meals charged by that facility.
stay.

The TON rate was set at $50/visitor
35

d.

Expenditure figures for athletic events vary according

to the sport.
In reporting the data, we separated expenditures made in the ninecounty region from those made at SIUC.

We did this to show the

differences in both expenditures but also, more importantly, to avoid
double counting within our economic impact numbers.

Expenditures

made at SIUC become revenue to the University and then pass through
as institutional expenditures.

Except for University support cost

expenditures (see Chapter II), we do not report any other institutional
expenditures, on the premise that these are subsumed under expenditures
reported by University-related groups, e.g., FAPCS.

SIUC ATHLETIC EVENTS
The data in Tables IV-1, IV-2, IV-3 and IV-4 reveal that an
estimated total of 37,130 visitors attended university-sponsored
athletic events in 1984-85 and spent an estimated $455,000 in Jackson
County (exclusive of expenditures at SIUC).
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Table IV-1
Estimated Number of Visitors and Their Expenditures,
SIUC Men's Athletic Events in 1984-85

,-

Number
of Visitors

Sport

Home Games

Total
Visitors

Football
Basketball
Baseball
Gymnastics

4,000
700
35
35

5
16
30
6

20,000
11 ,200
1 ,050
210

Total

4,770

57

32,460

Source:

Estimated
Expenditures

$324,600(a)

Interview with Assistant Athletic Director, Fred Huff.

aWe estimate that visitors spent, an average of $10 each before and/or
after the event in Jackson County but away from SIUC. The $10 figure is
over and above dollars spent at the event for such items as tickets, food,
souvenirs etc.

Table IV-2

I

Estimated Expenditures of Visiting Teams,
Intercollegiate Athletics for Men, 1983-84
Travel
Squad
Size

Sport
Football
Basketball
Baseball
Gymnastics
Track
Swimming
Total
Source:

80
20
26
10
20
26

Number of
Visiting Number of
( )
~ )
Total
Visitors Lodging a Meal b Expenditures
Teams
5
16
30
6
4
19

400
320
780
60
80
494

$6,600
5,280
12,870
990
1 ,320
8,151

$8,000
6,400
11 ,700
900
1 ,.200
5,928

$14,600
11 ,680
24,680
1 ,890
2,520
14,079

80

2,134

$35,211

$34' 128

$69,339

Interview with Assistant Athletic Director, Fred Huff.
Only 1983-84 data available.

aBased on the average of $16.50 per athlete expenditure for lodging.
bBased on the average of $20 per athlete expenditure for meals in
Football and Basketball; $15 in Baseball, Gymnastics and Track; $12 in
Swimming.
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Table IV-3
Estimated Number of Visitors and Their Expenditures,
SIUC Women's Athletic Events in 1984-85
# Home Games

Sport
Basketball
Cross Country
Field Hockey
Golf
Gymnastics
Softball
Swimming & Div.
Track & Field
Volleyball

Av. Attendance

13
2
9
1
7
9
10
2
13

276
25
50
15
125
75
50
50
153

Total

Total
Attendance
3,588
50
450
15
875
675
500
100
1,989

$8,240 (a)

8,242

Source:

Estimated
Expenditures

Report from Women's Athletics

a
We assume that an estimated 10% of the 8,242 came from outside of
Jackson County and each spent $10 in the county.

Table IV-4
Estimated Expenditures of Visiting Teams,
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women, 1983-84
Travel
Squad
Size

Sport
Basketball
Cross Country
Field Hockey
Golf
Gymnastics
Softball
Swimming & Div.
Tennis
Track & Field
Volleyball
Total
Source:
a,b

Number of
Visiting Number of
Total
Teams
Visitors Lodgi n~a)Meal Jb) Expenditures

18
10
20
7
15
18
21
8
22
14

13
11
12
8
10
13
12
16
7
11

234
110
240
56
150
234
252
128
154
154

153

113

1 ,712

Report from Women's Athletics, 4/85.

$2,574
1,300
3,900
637
1 ,560
3,042
6,825
1 ,456
1 '144
1,456

$3,258
1 ,580
4,660
203
2,160
3,942
7,434
1 ,808
1 ,848
2,016

$5,832
2,880
8,560
840
3,720
6,984
14,259
3,264
2,992
3,472

$23,894 $28,909 $52,803
Only 1983-84 data available.

The average amount spent per athlete varies by sport.
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ARENA EVENTS (a)
The SIU Arena sponsors or co-sponsors a number of events each year
which draw large numbers of visitors to Jackson County.

Among the major

events are:
1.

Approximately 18,000 people from outside Jackson County

attended Arena-sponsored concerts in 1984-85. Assuming that each spent
at least $10 in the county (excluding money spent at the Arena for
tickets, food, souvenirs, etc.), we estimate total visitor expenditures
of $180,000.
2.

The Arena co-sponsors with the Southern Illinoisan newspaper

the Tip-Off Basketball Tournament.

Approximately 4,000 people from

outside Jackson County attend and spend, in the aggregate, an
estimated $40,000 in the county, exclusive of money spent at the Arena.
3.

The Arena sponsors a Sports and Recreation Show which draws an

estimated 3,000 people from outside Jackson County.

We estimate an

aggregate expenditure of $30,000 in the county, exclusive of money
spent at the Arena.
4.

The Carbondale Community High School, with the Arena, hosts

three major basketball tournaments (The Holiday Classic and two Super
Sectionals).

An estimated 21,000 people from outside Jackson County

attend these tournaments.

In addition, approximately 200 people

(team players, coaches and chaperones) from outside Jackson County

aSource:

Interview with Gary Drake, director, SIU Arena.

3S

spent at least one night in the county during the tournaments. (a)
Assuming a $10 per visitor expenditure and $75 per day for
overnighters, these tournaments draw approximately $225,000 in
visitor expenditures to Jackson County.

These figures are over and

above money spent at the Arena for such items as tickets, food and
souvenirs.
RECRUITERS FOR EMPLOYMENT
In 1984-85 the SIUC Career Planning and Placement Center
attracted 274 business representatives from 70 cities from outside
Southern Illinois. (b)

They came to interview students for prospective

employment with their companies.

It is estimated that about 40 of

these representatives spent at least one night in Carbondale.

Assuming

that about 234 representatives spent at least $10 in Jackson County,
and assuming that 40 representatives spent the standard $75 per
overnight visit, we estimate that $5,340 in visitor expenditures
were made in Jackson County as a consequence of activities sponsored
by the SIUC Career Planning and Placement Center.
VISITORS DUE TO CONVENTIONS, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES(c)
The Carbondale Convention and Tourism Bureau prepared a marketing
plan for FY85-86 which concluded that 18,080 persons attended meetings
aSource: Interview with Doug Woolard, director of athletics,
Carbondale Community High School. The figures for visitors from outside
Jackson County will vary according to the participating basketball teams.
bsource: Interview with Richard Gray, SIUC Career Planning and
Placement Center.
~hese figures include participants in SIUC's Continuing Education

Programs.
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held in Carbondale in 1984. (a)

Director of the Convention and Tourism

Bureau, Kathleen M. Ratcliffe, estimates that approximately 59.6%or
10,776 of the 18,080 persons were attending meetings directly related
to the University.

Using the 1983 estimates of average length of

stay and average daily expenditure, we estimate that each of the
10,776 persons was responsible for spending $368.38 in Jackson
County. (b)

The total amount SIUC was responsible for in attracting

conference delegates was approximately $3,969,663.

HALLOWEEN
The Carbondale Chamber of Commerce Council on Tourism estimates
that approximately 22,000 people filled Illinois Avenue on Saturday
night of the 1984-85 Halloween celebration. (c)

The Council estimated

that approximately 9,000 of the 22,000 came to Carbondale from
outside of Jackson County and stayed the night. (d)
Considering that the age and income level of the average visitor
on this occasion is less than that of a business visitor, it would

aRatcliffe, Kathleen M. FY85-86 Marketing Plan, Carbondale Convention
and Tourism Burea~
bin 1983, the International Association of Convention and Visitor
Bureaus conducted a survey and concluded that the average length of stay
in Carbondale was 3.3 nights and the average daily expenditure was $111.63.
Source: Kathleen M. Ratcliffe.
cSource: Interview with Kathleen Ratcliffe, Director of Carbondale
Council on Tourism.
dwe assume that these 9,000 visitors are not included among any other
visitor data reported in this chapter.
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seem that a $35 expenditure per visitor is a reasonable estimate.

Thus

visitor expenditures during the Halloween celebration are estimated at
$315,000.

TOUCH OF NATURE(a)
In 1984, an estimated 10,900 individuals participated in programs

I
I
I

held at Touch of Nature (TON).
outside Jackson County.

Of these, approximately 6,000 came from

It is estimated that 3,000 of these participants

did not stay overnight at TON, finding other accommodations in the area.
Assuming an average expenditure of $50 each (as program participants,
they took some meals at TON), the total expenditures in Jackson County
are estimated at $150,000.

The other 3,000 stayed an average of three

nights at the Touch of Nature facilities.

It is not uncommon for these

participants to leave the TON facilities when not involved in programs
and to spend an average of $10 per person in the area.

These latter

expenditures total approximately $30,000.
In sum, approximately 6,000 TON visitors spent an estimated
$180,000 in Jackson County over and above the amount they spent at
Touch of Nature.

SWIM MEETS(b)
Throughout the year a number of swim meets, exclusive of the SIUC
Intercollegiate meets, are held at the SIUC Recreation Center.

In

1984-85 the Saluki Swim Club sponsored two meets at which an estimated
aSource:

Report from Touch of Nature, 5/85.

bsource:

Interview with Todd Marsh, Saluki Swim Club.
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700 people (swimmers, coaches, chaperones) attended from outside Jackson
County.

Each spent two nights in Carbondale during these meets.

Assuming

an expenditure total of $150 each for the entire meet, we estimate a

~
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[
~
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total visitor expenditure of $105,000 spent in Jackson County,
exclusive of dollars spent at SIUC.
The U.S. Swimming Camps annually sponsor two invitational camps at
the SIUC Recreation Center.

Approximately 80 people (swimmers, coaches,

chaperones) attend both camps and spend an average of two nights in Carbondale.
Assuming a total expenditure of $150 for each attendee, we estimate that
these two camps draw visitor expenditures of approximately $12,000 into
Jackson County, exclusive of dollars spent at SIUC.
During the summer, approximately 160 swimmers from outside Jackson
County attend the four weeks of swim camps sponsored by SIUC.
people stay at University facilities.

These

Assuming that each spends an average

$10 per week away from SIUC, we estimate that these summer swim camps draw
about $6,400 in expenditures into Jackson County, exclusive of dollars
spent at SIUC.
In sum, we estimate that about $123,400 in visitor expenditures are
drawn to Jackson County by the swim meets and camps held at the SIUC
Recreation Center.

These expenditures are exclusive of the dollars

spent at SIUC.
ALUMNI
An estimated 300 alumni (including spouses) spend at least one night
in Carbondale in connection with events sponsored by SIUC. (a)

Assuming an

expenditure of $75 each, we estimate that alumni spent approximately
$22,000 in Jackson County exclusive of dollars spent at SIUC.
aSource:

J.C. Garavalia, Office of Regional Research and Service.
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THEATRE EVENTS
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A review of attendance reports for both Mcleod Theatre(a) and
Shryock Auditoriumtb) reveals that 2,316 visitors from outside Jackson
County attended performances during the 1984-85 season.

Assuming

an average expenditure of $10 per visitor, we estimate that visitors
to performances in both places spent $23,160 in Jackson County in
1984-85 (excluding expenditures at SIUC).
VISITORS:

SURVEY DATA

Our respondents were asked to report the number of visitors from
outside the nine-county area who came to visit them in 1984-85.

They

also were asked to estimate the total amount of money their visitors
spent separately at SIUC,(c) in Jackson County (excluding SIUC) and
in the other eight counties.

The data from the questionnaires were

then extrapolated to the appropriate populations.
International Students:

Po~ulation

Number of visitors per student
Visitors spent at SIUC

size is 2,040

9
$285

Visitors spent in Jackson County

$

526

Visitors spent in eight other counties

$

400

Tot a1 visitor expenditures per student
in the nine counties.

$

926

Estimated visitor expenditures for the population
$ 1,889,040
(excluding .SIUC) $926 X 2,040 =
aSeason ticket holder ledger for 1984-85
bShryock Auditorium Report, April 1985
cThe amount of money visitors spent at SIUC is reported for information
only. In reporting economic impact, these dollars are considered to be part
of SIUC institutional revenues which pass through to become expenditures
by faculty, administrative/professional and civil service employees.
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U.S. Students: Po~ulation size is l7,743(a)
Number of visitors per student
6
Visitors spent at SIUC

$114

Visitors spent in Jackson County

$

206

Visitors spent in other eight counties

$

186

Total visitor expenditures per student
in the nine counties

$

392

Estimated visitor expenditures for the population
$6,955,256
(excluding SIUC) $392 X 17,743 =
FAPCS: Po~ulation size is 3,633
11
Number of visitors per FAPCS
Visitors spent at SIUC

$130

Visitors spent in Jackson County

$

331

Visitors spent in eight other counties

$

373

Total visitor expenditure per FAPCS
in the nine counties

$

704

Estimated visitor expenditures for the population
$2,557,632
(excluding SIUC) $704 X 3,633
Retirees: Po~ulation size is 869
Number of visitors per Retiree
13
Visitors spe_nt at SIUC

$129

Visitors spent in Jackson County

$

378

Visitors spent in eight other counties

$

358

Total visitor expenditures per retiree
in the nine counties

$

736

Estimated visitor expenditures for the population
(excluding SIUC) $736 X 869 =
$639,584
aProjected number of U.S. students who responded that they are living
in Southern Illinois because of the presence of SIUC. If we estimated
visitor expenditures for the total U.S. student enrollment {18,368) the
aggregate expenditure amount would be $7,200,256.
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SUMMARY
The presence of SIUC was instrumental in attracting over 288,000
visitors whose direct expenditures in the nine counties (excluding
expenditures at SIUC) during FY 1984-85 are estimated at over
$17.6 million (see Table IV-5).

In addition, an estimated $3.2

million was spent at SIUC (see Table IV-6).

The total visitor

expenditures were nearly $21 million in FY 1984-85.
Every effort was made to avoid double counting of visitor
expenditures.

\_

For example, it has been estimated that commencement

exercises in 1984-85 drew about $750,000 in visitor expenditures to
Jackson County.

We subsume these expenditures under the visitor

expenditures reported in the survey data.

\_

I_
1

l_

r
r
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Table IV-5
Summary of 1984-85 Estimated Visitor Direct Expenditures
in the Nine-County Region (Excluding Expenditures at SIUC)
De~artments

Total Number of Visitors

Estimated Dollars

37,130
46,000
274
10,776
9,000
940
300
2,316
6,000

$

455,000
475,000
5,340
3,969,663
315,000
123,400
22,000
23 '160
180,000

112,736

$

5,568,563

International
Students
U.S. Students
FAPCS
Retirees

18,360
106,458
39,963
11 ,297

$ 1,889,040
6,955,256
2,557,632
639,584

Subtotal(b)

176,078

$ 12,041,512

GRAND TOTAL(c)

288,814

$ 17,610,075

Athletics
Arena
Recruiters
Conventions, Etc.
Halloween
Swim Meets
Alumni
Theatres (Mcleod, Shryock)
Touch of Nature
Subtotal(a)

S~ent

PoEulations

aThese data refer to visitors from outside Jackson County only.
The expenditures are assumed to have been made in Jackson County.
brhese data refer to visitors from outside the nine-county region.
~hese data refer to the total number of visitors drawn by the
presence of SIUC.
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Table IV-6
Summary of 1984-85 Estimated Visitor Direct Expenditures at SIUC
Populations

Estimated Dollars Spent

International Students

$

581,400
2,022,702

U.S. Students
FAPCS

472,290

Retirees

112,101
$ 3,188,493

TOTAL
Source:

Survey Data. Includes only visitors to FAPCS.
International Students and Retirees.
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CHAPTER V
STATE AID TO PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS

An important premise of this study is that most of the FAPCS,

1-

rI~

I~

retirees and students are living in Southern Illinois because of the
presence of SIUC.

Where University-related groups have children

attending public schools, it may be reasoned that their presence
attracts state aid dollars which normally would not come to the school
district without the enrollment of these SIUC-related children.

In

this chapter, we present data on the number of University-related
children attending public schools in the area and the amount of state

I~

aid they draw. (a)

I~

the number of University-related children in the public school in the

From responses to our questionnaires, we were able to estimate

nine-county region.

We then extrapolated to the population and derived

the estimated total number of University-related children in a given
school district.

We multiplied the number by the state aid dollars

for the particular school district to determine the amount of state
dollars coming to that school district as a consequence of the
enrollment of University-related children.

We then added the numbers

of each district to determine the total such aid for each county.

awe are viewing these dollars as expenditures by the receiving
school districts.
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We were able to derive data for children of FAPCS and U.S.
students only.

Regrettably, the number of responses to this item on

the questionnaire from foreign students was too small to be usable.
are aware of a fairly sizable number of children of foreign students
attending public schools and propose that they attract a significant

r:
r

I.

amount of state aid, particularly to school districts in Jackson
and Williamson counties.

The numbers we report do not include the

state aid drawn by children of foreign students.

Hence the total

amount of dollars is understated.
Table V-1 summarizes the estimated number of children of FAPCS
and U.S. students by county and the total state aid drawn by these

I

children to each county.

The total number of children (3,532) is

derived from extrapolation of responses from the questionnaires to
the total population category.
Table V-2 reports state aid data by school district mentioned
For reasons cited earlier, we

in response to our questionnaires.

believe that the $3.7 million dollars in state aid drawn to this
area by SIUC-related children understates reality.
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Table V-1
Estimated Number of Children{a) and State Ajd)Dollars{b)Per County
for SIUC FAPCS and SIUC U.S. Students~c for 1984-85

r

r
, ~

I
I

,_
,_

County

FAPCS Number of Children

Total State Aid

Wi 11 i amson
Jackson
Franklin
Perry
Union
Johnson
Jefferson
Saline
Randolph

366
1,367
30
13
133
10
3
4
6

$ 479,319
1,286,503
49,606
15,223
211 ,280
13,706
3,230
5,954
1 '714

Total

1,932

$2,066,535

County

U. S. Students
Number of Children

Total State Aid

696
626
139
139

$ 666,697
682,774
162,769
177,642

Total

1 ,600

$1,689,882

GRAND TOTAL

3,532

$3,756,417

Jackson
Williamson
Perry
Union

aSource:

Survey Data and Population Numbers

bsource: The Illinois State Board of Education provided us with the
state aid rate for each school district.
~he usable response for these questions by international students
was minimal and no meaningful extrapolation could be made. It may be
said, however, that there are a number of school age children from
international families and that they draw state aid to the school
district they attend. This fact adds to our contention that our
numbers underestimate reality.
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Table V-2
Summary of State Aid to School Districts b{a)resence of SIUC Children/Youth
in 1984-85
American
District
FAPCS
Students
Total
106,722
96,558
Jackson 95
$ 203,280
383,084
Jackson 140
201 '188
584,272
351,057
Jackson 186
351,057
------Jackson 130
158,556
158,556
------Jackson 165
468,980
187,055
656,035
1,286,503
Total
666,697
1 ,953,200
Wi 11 i amson 1
17,886
17,886
------Wi 11 i amson 2
214 '123
------214 '123
Williamson 4
67,854
67,854
------Williamson 5
179,456
682,774
862,230
Total
479,319
682,774
1,162,093
26,611
Franklin 38
26,611
------Franklin 168
10,836
10,836
------Franklin 188
12,159
12,159
-------

-------

Total
Perry 300
Total
Union 17
Union 37

49,606
15,223
15,223
160' 160
51,120

Total
Johnson 18
Johnson 133
Total
Randolph 138
Total
Jefferson 7
Total
Saline 3
Saline 4
Total

211 ,280
10,096
3,610
13,706
1 '714
1,714
. 3,230
3,230
3,066
2,888
5,954

-------------

388,922
10,096
3,610
13,706
1 ,714
1 '714
3,230
3,230
3,066
2,888
5 954

$2,066,535

$1,689,882

$3,756,417

GRAND TOTAL

162,769
162,769

-------

177,642
177,642

-------

-------

-------------------------

-------------

49,606
177,992
177,992
160 '160
228,762

aNa aid is shown for certain school districts for children of U.S.
students. Our extrapolations are based on survey responses, and it may well
be that our surveys missed families with children in some of the districts.
See also footnote (c) Table V-1.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

All Universities are prominent members of their communities
by virtue of the vast complex of libraries, laboratories,
classrooms, and offices they require .to carry on their work.
Try as they may, they cannot go unnoticed by their neighbors.
With their legions of students and their impressive buildings'
they are all too visible to those who live and work nearby.~a
SIUC is a dominant, visible presence in the southern part of the
State of Illinois.

First and foremost, the University is an important

center for education and culture.

Its qualitative influences on the

life of the region are significant.

Once described as the

11

Second

jewel in the crown of higher education in Illinois," SIUC may well be
acknowledged also as the first jewel in the economy of the nine counties
immediately around its campus.

With nearly $163 million in 1984-85

direct expenditures and over $465 million in 1984-85 indirect expenditures
spent in the nine-county area (excluding expenditures at the University),
SIUC has a substantial impact on the economy of Southern Illinois.
In understanding the SIUC economic impact, it is important to note
that the dollars spent by SIUC-related groups and activities are a
direct result of the presence of the University in the region.

A

dramatic way of seeing this point is to assume a hypothetical case
wherein SIUC did not exist.

The following would be true,

aBok, Derek, 1982, p. 217.
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1.

About $23.4 million in SIUC institutional expenditures would
not be made in the nine-county region.

2.

About 19,700 students (17,700 U.S. and 2,000 international)
would not be living in the nine-county area, spending over
$113 million annually in the counties and at the University.

3.

About two-thirds of the faculty, administrative/professional and
civil service personnel (2,400) would not be living in the area,
spending over $56 million annually in the counties and at the
University.

r_

4.

Nearly $4 million in state aid for the public schools would not
come to this area.

,~

5.

About 288,000 fewer visitors would come to the area, leading to
a loss of nearly $21 million in visitor expenditures in the
counties and at SIUC.

r
[_

I
I
I

DIRECT EXPENDITURES
Table VI-1 shows the estimated distribution of direct expenditures
by category and by county.

It is important to note that the figures in

Table VI-1 include expenditures made within the counties but not at SIUC.
We deliberately excluded expenditures made by groups at SIUC on the
premise that dollars spent at SIUC pass through the University and
emerge as institutional expenditures.

For example, student tuition

and fees, external grants and contracts and the like become revenue to
the University which passes through as expenditures for salaries and
related University costs.

We also do not include University salaries

as institutional expenditures because they are subsumed under expenditure
data reported for faculty, administrative/professional and civil service
(FAPCS) personnel.

This procedure avoids double counting and the

artificial inflation of total direct expenditures.

We do report

institutional expenditures of $23.4 million because it is reasonable
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Table VI-1
Total Estimated Direct Expenditures by Category and by County For 1984-85
(Excluding Expenditures at SIUC)

u.s.

International
Students

State
Aid

% of
Total

County

SIUC {a)
In st.

FAPCS Other

Franklin

211 ,668

1,087,997

570,833

443,116

0

19,004,301

47,384,629

10,000,881

32,261 ,369

7,373,823

Jefferson

180,671

254,411

32,640

75,172

0

0

3,230

546,124

0.3

Johnson

117,046

131,563

41,285

0

0

0

13,706

303,600

0.2

Perry

506,877

564,243

423,800

463,651

0

0

177,992

2 '136 '563

1. 3

Randolph

638,313

91 ,671

66,976

820,594

0

0

1 ,714

1,619,268

1.0

Saline

137,518

248,736

87,500

158,528

0

0

5,954

638,236

0.4

282,448

1,585,477

456,149

1,110,035

0

0

388,922

3,823,031

2.3

1,074,298

5,060,795

1,616,314

1,517,094

0

0 1,162,093

10,430,594

6.4

7,048,409

4.3

Jackson

Retirees

Students

Visitors
0

49,606

11,827,666 1,953,200

U1

U"'Union
Williamson
Other
GRAND
TOTAL
%of
GRAND
TOTAL

5,782,409 (c)

1,266,000{b)
23,419,140

56,409,522

14.4

34.6

13,296,378 40,849,559
8.2

7,373,823

25.1

4.5

17,610,075 3,756,417
10.9

Total
2,363,220

1.4

133,805,869 82.2

162,714,914

2.3

aAll numbers in this column except for those listed for "Other" are taken from The Supplement to Annual Financial
Report 1984 for the Year Ended June 30, Southern Illinois University.
bincludes estimated support cost expenditures of ROTC, SIU Foundation, USDA Forest Lab, and Student Center in the
nine-county area. No breakdown by county was available.
cEstimated expenditures by visitors in remaining eight counties.

No breakdown by county was available.

to assume that about one-fourth of state tax money ($93.5 million)
that comes to the region from state government could be spent in
the nine-county region. (a)
Over 82% of the total estimated direct expenditures in the ninecounty region (more than $133 million) were made in Jackson County. (b)
The next highest expenditure level at $10.4 million (6.4%) occurred
in Williamson County.

University employees contribute nearly

35% of the estimated total direct expenditures, while students (U.S.
and foreign) contribute nearly 30% of the total expenditures in the
nine-county region (excluding expenditures at SIUC).

Approximately

288,000 visitors, drawn yearly because of the presence of the University,
contribute over $17 million dollars in direct expenditures, or ll%
of the total.
INDIRECT EXPENDITURES
Direct expenditures by one body become income to another body,
thus developing a chain of indirect expenditures within a given region.
This .. multiplier effect 11 is the measure of how many times a dollar
circulates within a given region before it leaves that region.
student, for example, will purchase an item for one dollar.
dollar

~ill

A

This

appear as income to a local merchant and then reappears

as part of salary for employees and as payment for goods and services
to the merchant's supplier.

The result is an economic impact greater

than the initial expenditure of that dollar.
awe refer to the $22.1 million spent by SIUC out of state
appropriations (See Chapter II). The remaining $1.3 million was spent
by ROTC et. al. (See Chapter III).
bThis is exclusive of expenditures made at SIUC.
expenditures are discussed later in this chapter.
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The latter

Table VI-2 shows that with the application -of the multiplier (L.86),
the SlUG-related indirect 1984-85 expenditures in the nine-county area
were $465,529,276.

This is exclusive of expenditures at SIUC.

Table VI-2
ESTIMATED 1984-85 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SIUC ON THE NINE-COUNTY AREA
(Excluding Expenditures at SIUC)

II-

Total Direct Expenditures
(from Table VI-1)

Multiplier
(See Appendix A)

Total Indirect
Expenditures

$162,772,474

2.86

$465,529,276

In discussing our findings with a number of reviewers, we were
struck by the recurring comment, "I knew the University had a big
impact on the economy, but I never realized that the numbers would
be so big." The numbers indeed are big, and they compare quite
favorably with those of similar studies.

For example, a study completed

in March 1985 by the University of Wisconsin at Madison (UW-M) reports
that in 1983-84 UW-M had direct expenditures of $628.5 million and
indirect expenditures of $1.41 billion.

UW-M enrollment is over twice

that of SIUC, and it employs over four times as many employees as does
SIUC.

In this respect the SIUC direct economic impact of nearly $163

million compares favorably.

One major difference in the two studies is

that UW-M studied its impact on one county (UW-M is in Dane County)
while the SIUC study describes the SIUC impact over nine counties.
The outreach of SIUC's economic impact is greater in a less-advantaged
economy than that of UW-M.
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In 1979 Moore and Mesa issued a report of their study of the impact
of SIUC upon eight counties.

(They included the same counties as we

did, omitting Randolph County.)

They used different data-gathering

sources and a multiplier of 2.24 and concluded that SIUC's

11

direct and

indirect impact in the eight county area totals nearly $184 million."
Table VI-3 shows the aggregate expenditures attributable to each

I

category in the study, including expenditures made in the nine counties
and at SIUC.

Thus, for example, U.S. and international students were

responsible for about $126 million in gross expenditures during 1984-85,
FAPCS accounted for nearly $62 million, and retirees were responsible
for over $14 million.

We caution that these numbers refer only to

aggregate attributable expenditures for each category.
cannot be added across categories.

The numbers

To do so would involve double

counting of numbers since expenditures made at SIUC pass through to
become salaries, etc., and ultimately expenditures for FAPCS.

aMoore, James R., and Mesa, Alan, 1979, page 35.
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Table VI-3
Total Estimated Direct Expenditures in the Nine-County Region Attributable to
Study Categories, Including Expenditures at SIUC
(in millions of dollars)
Total Direct
Expenditures

Category
FAPCS
Retirees
U.S. Students
International
Students
Other
SIUC Institution
University Related
Activities

$56.8
13.6

94.9
18.3
1.8

Visitor
Expenditures

Public School
State Aid

$3.0

$ 61.9
14.3
105.5

2. 1

0.75
8.98

Total

1.7

Unknown(a)
Unknown(b)

2.47 lb)
Unknown'

20.77
1.8

23.4

23.4

5.57

aWe were unable to obtain these figures.
Chapter V.

5.57

For a discussion see

bsee Chapter III.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The findings are from data collected for the fiscal years 1983-84 and
1984-85. {a)

The actual, precise direct economic impact of SIUC on the

region cannot be calculated.

Only the dollars appearing in audited

reports can be considered accurate and precise.

Interviews with

knowledgeable people and analysis of the survey data suggest that our
findings represent the lower end of an expenditure continuum.

We

believe that the findings may reasonably be viewed as base-line
information upon which annual conservative projections may be made,
subject to relevant changes in the study variables.
aSIUC institutional data are from audited reports for FY 1983-84.
Responses to interviews and questionnaires are for FY 1984-85. For a
discussion of the dates, see Chapter I.
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1. The total amount of direct expenditures in the ninecounty region (exclusive of expenditures at SIUC) attributable to
the presence of SIUC were $162,772,474. Using a multiplier of 2.86
the indirect expenditures were $465,529,276.
2. Gross salaries and wages for faculty, administrative/
professional and civil service (FAPCS), graduate assistants and
student workers living in the nine-county region were $93.6 million.
The net salaries and wages (spendable income after deductions) were
$63.2 million.
3. The University community (FAPCS, retirees, students and
others) spent $118.1 million in the nine-county region and an additional
$67.3 million at SIUC.

4. SIUC as an institution spent $23.4 million for support
cost items in the nine-county area.
5. SIUC spent over $44.7 million in construction dollars during
·
the 1973-82 period.
6. Approximately 288,000 visitors spent a total of $17.6
million in the nine-county region. Visitors spent an additional $3.2
mi 11 i on at SI UC .
7. More than 3,500 school-age children of FAPCS and U.S.
students drew over $3.7 million in state aid to the public school
systems they attended .
. 8. Approximately 17,700 U.S. students and over 2,000
international students, were living in Southern Illinois because of the
presence of SIUC. Nearly 4,500 U.S. students, native to Southern
Illinois, remained in the nine-county region because of the presence
of SIUC.
9. Of total revenues of $196.2 million in 1983-84 only
48% ($93.5 million) were state appropriated tax dollars. The remainder
came from a variety of University-initiated activities including
tuition and fees, external grants and contracts, auxillary enterprises
and the 1ike.
10. For every state tax dollar spent at SIUC in 1984-85
(exclusive of Capital Board construction dollars) an additional
$3.97 of economic activity was generated.
11. With respect to the 3,633 faculty, administrative/
professional, and civil service employees living in the nine-county
region:
a) Estimated aggregate direct household expenditures
within the nine-county area were $54.7 million with an additional
60
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$2.1 million spent at SIUC. The total estimated direct household
expenditures in the region and at SIUC were $56.8 million.
b) Estimated average per household expenditures were
$15,055 in the nine-county region with an additional $577 spent at
SIUC. The estimated average direct total per. household expenditures
in the region and at SIUC were $15,632.
an
at
in
of

c) Each drew a reported eleven visitors, who spent
average $704 in the nine-county area and an additional $130
SIUC. The total direct visitor expenditures were $2.55 million
the nine counties and $0.47 million at SIUC for a combined total
over $3 million.

d) Nearly 2,000 school-age children drew an estimated
$2.1 million in state aid to the school districts they attended.
12. With respect to the 869 retirees living in the ninecounty region:
a) Estimated aggregate direct household expenditures
within the nine-county region we~e $13.3 million with an additional
$271,000 spent at SIUC. The total estimated direct household
expenditures in the region and at SIUC were $13.6 million.
b) Estimated average per household expenditures were
$15,300 in the nine-county region with an additional $312 spent at
SIUC. The estimated average total direct per household expenditures
in the region and at SIUC were $15,612.
c) Each drew a reported thirteen visitors who spent an
average $736 in the nine-county area and an additional $129 at SIUC.
The total direct visitor expenditures were $639,584 in _the ninecounty region and $112,101 at SIUC for a combined visitor expenditure
total of $751,685.
13.

With respect to U.S. students:

a) Survey data show that, 17,743 (out of a possible
18,368) U.S. students lived in Southern Illinois because of the
presence of SIUC. This number was used to determine U.S. studentrelated expenditures.
b) Estimated aggregate direct expenditures within the
nine-county region were $40.8 million with an additional $54 million
spent at SIUC. The total estimated direct expenditures in the region
and at SIUC were $94.8 million.
c) Estimated average per student expenditures in the
nine-county region were $2,302 with an additional average expenditure
of $3,046 at SIUC. The total average expenditures per U.S. student,
in the region and at SIUC were $5,348.
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d) Each student drew a reported six visitors who
spent an average $392 in the nine counties and an additional $114
at SIUC. The total direct visitor expenditures were $6,955,256 in
the nine counties and $2,022,702 at SIUC for combined estimated
visitor expenditures of $8,977,955.
e) About 1,600 school-age children drew an estimated
$1.7 million to the school districts they attended.
14. With respect to the 2,040 international students
living in the nine-county region:
a) Estimated aggregate direct expenditures in Jackson
County were $7.4 million with an additional $10.9 million spent
at SIUC. The total estimated direct expenditures in the region
and at SIUC were $18.3 million.
b) Estimated average per student expenditures in
the nine-county region were $3,615 with an additional $5,327 spent
at SIUC. The total average expenditures per international student
in the region and at SIUC were $8,942.
c) Each student drew a reported nine visitors who
spent $926 in the nine counties and an additional $285 at SIUC.
The total direct visitor expenditures were $1,889,040 in the
nine counties and $581,400 at SIUC for combined estimated visitor
expenditures of $2.5 million.
UNIVERSITY-BASED ECONOMIC INDICATORS
One of the purposes of this study is "to develop indicators
for predicting the University•s economic impact according to the
selected characteristics of the study ...
A.

University Personnel
In our study we defined University personnel to include

faculty, administrative/professional and civil service (FAPCS).
In 1984-85, each household spent an estimated $15,632 in the
nine-county area, hosted visitors who spent $834 and drew about
$1,070 per child in state aid for schools attended by their
children.
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On these factors, the total amount generated by each FAPCS in
1984-85 in the nine-county area was $17,536.

Applying the multiplier

of 2.86, the indirect expenditures for each FAPCS were $50,153.

Assuming

these numbers ($17,536 in direct expenditures and $50,153 in indirect
expenditures) we can make some estimates as to the impact upon the
nine-county economy whenever FAPCS employment goes up or down.

For

example, a decrease of 100 FAPCS employees would yield an economic
loss of about $1.75 million in annual direct expenditures and
$5.0 million in indirect expenditures.
be true

wher~

B.

The converse of this would

growth would occur.

University Students
Data from our survey reveal that in 1984-85 as individuals,

U.S. students spent an estimated $5,348 in the nine-county area,
hosted visitors who spent $506 in the nine-county area and drew
$1,056 per child in state aid for the schools attended by their
children.
On these factors, the total amount generated by each U.S.
student in 1984-85 in the nine-county area was $6,910.

Applying the

multiplier of 2.86, the indirect expenditures for each U.S. student
were $19,763.

Using these numbers {$6,910 in direct expenditures

and $19,763 in indirect expenditures) we can make some estimates as
to the impact upon the nine-county area economy whenever the U.S.
student enrollment goes up or down.

For example, a decrease of 100

U.S. students would yield an economic loss of $691,000 in direct
expenditures and nearly $2 million in indirect expenditures.

The

converse of this would be true where growth would occur.
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As

individual~

each international student in 1984-85 spent

$8,942 in the nine-county area, hosted visitors who spent $1,211 in

the nine-county area, and drew ?bout $1,056 per child in state aid for
children -attending public schools (we are estimating that the aid per
international student is the same as the aid for U.S. students).
On these factors, the total amount generated by each international
student in 1984-85 in the nine-county area was $11,209.

Applying the

multiplier of 2.86, the indirect expenditures for each international
student in the nine-county area was $32,058.

Using these numbers

($11 ,209 in direct expenditures and $32,058 in indirect expenditures),

we can make some estimates as to the impact upon the

nine-co~nty

area economy when international student enrollment goes up or down.
For example, a decrease of 100 foreign students would yield an economic
loss of $1.1 million in direct expenditures and a loss of $3.2 million
in indirect expenditures.

The converse of this would be true where

growth would occur.
C.

University Retirees
Data from our survey reveal that in 1984-85 as individuals,

each retiree spent $15,612 and hosted visitors who spent $865 in the
nine-county area.
On these factors, the total amount generated by each retiree
in 1984-85 in the nine-county area was $16,477.

Applying the multiplier

of 2.86, the indirect expenditures for each retiree were $47,124.

Using

these numbers ($16,477 in direct expenditures and $47,124 in indirect
expenditures),we can make some estimates of the impact upon the
nine-county area economy whenever the retiree population increases or
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I

decreases.

For example, a decrease of 5% (44 retirees currently living

in the nine-county region) would yield an economic loss of nearly $725,000
in direct expenditures and $2 million in indirect expenditures.

The

converse of this would be true where growth would occur.
D.

University-related Activities
University-related events such as intercollegiate athletics,

social and cultural programs, and the like draw

a~

estimated ll3,0UO

visitors who spent nearly $5.6 million in 1984-85 in the nine-county
region.

(These expenditures do not include money spent directly

at SIUC.)
Applying the multiplier of 2.86, the indirect expenditures
related to these events are $16 million.

Using these numbers

($5.6 million in direct expenditures and $16.0 million in indirect
expenditures), we can make some estimates as to the impact upon the
nine-county economy whenever such activities increase or decrease.
For example, a 10% increase in the number of attractive programs at
the Arena, or a 10% increase in convention and meeting activities
could increase the number of visitors

~nd

raise their expenditure

levels by at least one-half million dollars.

STATE TAX DOLLARS AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
In Chapter II we reported that $93.5 million of Siuc•s 1983-84
revenue budget came in the form of state tax dollars.

This amount

represented about 48% of the total revenue budget, with the additional
53% coming from University-generated sources such as tuition and fees,
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grants and contracts, auxillary enterprises and the like.

In Table VI-2

we show estimated indirect expenditures of over $465.5 million,
representing incremental economic activity in the nine-county region
due to the presence of SIUC.

Relating these numbers, we conclude that

for every state tax dollar spent by SIUC (excluding Capital Board
expenditures for construction) an additional $3.97 of economic activity
was generated.

ESTABLISHING AN ECONOMIC DATA BASE
As we conducted this study, we learned three important facts
concerning data collection in Southern Illinois:
1.

A fairly sizable amount of data exists, but it is in a

number of scattered places requiring hours of very patient (and often
frustrating) searching.
2.

Where data are available, much of them are often not in a

form that is usable for studies such as ours.
3.

A significant amount of needed data is not available and

new data have to be generated.
These facts are not unique to this area, nor are the problems they
generate insurmountable.

A concerted effort is needed to establish a

broad-based system for data collection and retrieval in Southern Illinois.
The data in this study can be useful in the following ways:
1.

They provide useful background information for business and

industry interested in knowing about the stability of the local
economy.

Within certain degrees of confidence and barring unforeseen

major problems, it may be accepted that the SIUC annual economic impact
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on the economies of the nine counties will be at least $163 million in
direct expenditures and $465 million in indirect expenditures.
2.

They provide useful information to planners within the University

and outside the University in devising programs and strate9ies for
economic development in Southern Illinois.

The presence of SIUC in the

region has great potential for improving the quality of life, increasing
the number of residents and visitors, attracting new businesses, and
holding current businesses and industries.

The expenditures reported

for retirees, for example, suggest a need for action to hold them in
the region.

The number of visitors drawn to the region suggests a

significant population deserving attention by tourism officials.

If

only a fraction of the estimated 288,000 yearly visitors can be
attracted to spend a little more or stay a little longer, the
expenditures generated by these visitors can be expanded significantly.
Maintaining and/or increasing U.S. and international student enrollments
are extremely important to the economy of Southern Illinois.
3.

They provide base levels from which more research can be done.

For example, the ratio of Siuc•s economic impact to the total economy
of the nine-county region is not known.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT
This SIUC Economic Impact Study was designed to collect, analyze
and report data which showed the incremental contribution of the University
to the economies of nine counties in Southern Illinois.

In the main,

the data are best estimates of reality, since precise expenditure
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figures are nearly impossible to collect.

In all cases we attempted to

be conservative in our estimates, preferring to understate rather than
to overstate the numbers.

We believe that the numbers we report are

reasonable and plausible.
The total SIUC economic impact of $163 million in direct expenditures
and $465 million in indirect expenditures in the nine-county area is
substantial.

We note that over 90 % of the impact is upon the economies

of four counties (Jackson, Williamson, Franklin and Union).

Yet we

would not want to overlook SIUC's economic impact upon the other five
counties, especially those in which the population is quite small and
the unemployment rate is in double digits.

For example, the estimated

direct expenditures of over $300,000 in Johnson County with a population
under 10,000 and an unemployment rate of 17%, cannot be under valued.
We must also recognize the fact that there are some costs inherent
in the presence of the University in the region.

A heavy concentration

of students and University personnel requires greater, more costly
municipal services (e.g., police and fire protection, schools, street
maintenance) .

Certain University services compete to some degree with

private enterprise.

Large tracts of land and numerous structures owned

by the University yield no taxes.

The lifestyles of certain students

and University personnel can be irritants to some.

Vehicular and

pedestrian

traffi~

congestion can cause inconvenience and unhappiness

for some.

Certain University-related activities are perceived by some

as reflecting negatively on the region .
The list of "costs" can, no doubt, be extended.
that there are costs, and these need to be
in assessing the University's total impact.
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Suffice it to say
against the benefits

In presenting this study, our intent is to increase awareness
of the impact of the University upon the economy of Southern Illinois.
Clearly, there are other major contributors to the economy who warrant
equal interest and public attention.

Studies involving these others

would add greatly to the data base describing total economic activity
in these nine counties.

POSTSCRIPT
With the completion of the SIUC Economic Impact Study, there
now are reports of the economic impact of the three SIU System
campuses.

The reported direct expenditures by each campus are:

l.

School of Medicine Direct Expenditures in
Springfield and Sangamon County for FY 1980

$ 56,490,436(a)

2.

SIU Edwardsville Direct Expenditures
the St. Louis SMSA for FY 1981

$ 89,567,903(b)

3.

SIU Carbondale Direct Expenditures in
Nine Southern Illinois Counties for FY 1984

i~

Total

$ 162,772,474

$ 308,830,913

We do not have figures to adjust these numbers to the current
year.

We can conclude, however, that the total annual direct expenditures

for three campuses is in excess of $308 million.

aMoskoff, William et. al., December 1980, p. 12.
bLevin, Stanford L. et. al., November 1981, p. i.
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The Multiplier

The multiplier used for this study is a measure of the number of dollars
of economic activity generated from each dollar actually spent in the region.
While it attempts to measure the impact of the average dollar, for purposes
of this study, the multiplier also is appropriate for use in terms of
incremental dollars.
Application of the formula for determining the multiplier is dependent
upon two assumptions.

The first is that the consumption patterns of the

University community are comparable to those of other people within the
region.

This assumption actually underestimates the multiplier effect,

as most students and nearly all visitors spend their dollars on local
services as opposed to imported goods.

The second assumption is that

the productivity of labor in this region is as efficient as that in the
rest of the country.

This seems reasonable, as our single largest

industry, mining, utilizes advanced technology, and other local industries
including retail trade, utilities, and public administration -- employ
approximately the same percentage of the labor force as is employed
throughout the United States.
Census data from 1980 for local and national employment by industry
Approximations are made concerning the

are incorporated into the formula.

number of employees in each industry involved in producing goods and
services that are consumed within the area (non-base employment) and those
that are exported (base employment).

The greater the percentage of non-

base employment, the larger the multiplier.
By comparing the percentage of the local labor force for each industry
relative to that of the nation as a whole, non-base employment can be
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estimated.

If the percentage of the local labor force for a particular

industry is below that of the national average, then it may be assumed
that all the local employment in that industry is non-base.

If the

percentage is larger than the national average, then it may be assumed
that only the percentage of those employed up to the national average
are involved in non-base employment while the remainder are producing
for export.

Forestry and fisheries, mining, manufacturing, and

transportation are considered to be export industries and do not add
to non-base employment.

For this region, an exception was made for

the mining industry, as a portion of what is produced locally is
also consumed in the region.
As shown in Table A-1, out of the employed labor force of 117,112
in the nine-county region, it has been determined that 76,157 people
are employed in non-base activity.

These figures are then entered

into the following formula:

Multiplier

=

M=

Thus:

1
em~lo~ment
1 - Non-base
Total employment
1
76,157
1 - 117,112

=

2.86

For each dollar spent into the nine-county region, $2.86 in economic
activity is generated.
There is reason to believe that the multiplier has been growing over
the past few years, so that the 2.86 figure may be an underestimate for
use with the FY 1984-85 dollar figures.

Using similar techniques with

1970 data, a multiplier of 2.74 was obtained for the same region.

The

growth in the multiplier reflects a shift away from manufacturing and
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towards services, despite growth in the local mining industry over the
pa~t

ten years .
The total indirect impact of the University on the nine-county

region is determined by multiplying the total direct expenditures within
the region by the multiplier.

The resulting figure is the total economic

activity dollars in the nine-county region due to the presence of the
University.
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Table A-1
Computation of the Multiplier
Industry

(a)

Agriculture

y(b)

YLT x lUO(c) By/BT x lUO(d) T ~BY LBT} (e)

Non-Base
y

(f)

4,264

3.64

2.83

3,314

1 '706

271

0.23

0. 16

187

0

12,024

10.27

1.05

1 '230

601

Construction

6,205

5.30

5.88

6,886

Manufacturing

16,536

14.12

22.44

26,280

Transportation

4,578

3. 91

4.38

5,130

0

Communications

1 '481

l. 26

l. 48

1 '733

1 ,481

Public Utilities

1 '714

l. 46

l. 41

1 ,651

1 '651

Wholesale Trade

3,569

3.05

4.32

5,059

3,569

19,327

16.50

16. 10

18,855

18,855

Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate
4,625

3.95

6.04

7,074

4,625

Forestry and
Fisheries
Mining

Ret a i 1 Trade

(g)

(i )
( j)

21 ,244

18.14

20.07

~3.504

21,244

Education

15,074

12.87

8.58

10,048

10,048

6,200

5.29

5. 27

6' 172

6.172

Total

(h)

(i )
6,205
o(gJ

Services Exce)t
Education(k

Public Administration

(g)

(1 )
(i )

(i )
(i )
( j)

(j)

76,157

117,11~

Y is employment in the specified industries in the nine-county region.
T is the total employment in the nine-county region
BY is employment in the specified industries in the U.S.
BT is the total employment in the U.S.
Non-Base Y is specific industrial employment in the nine-county region for
residential consumption.
Multiplier

= 1 _ 76,157
117,112

= 2.86

aAll employment data are from 1980 Census Bureau sources.
a sample.

Data are estimated based on

bEmployees by industry for the nine-county area.
cRatio of employees in the nine-county region to total employment in the region.
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dRatio of employees in each industry to total U.S. employees.
eEmployees by industry for the nine-county area if it were directly
proportionate to the United States as a whole.
fsased on the assumption that about 40 percent of the agricultural
employment is involved in the production of locally consumed goods.
gBased on the assumption that all production in the forestry and
fisheries, manufacturing, and transportation industires is for export
out of the nine counties.
hBased on the assumption that about 5 percent of the mining employment
is involved in the production of locally consumed goods.
;Since employment in construction, communications, wholesale trade,
finance, and services except education is below the national average, it
is assumed that all local employment is involved in production for local
consumption.
jSince employment in local utilities, retail trade, education, and
public administration is above the national average, it is assumed that
all employment over the national average is involved in production for
export.
klncludes business, repair, personal, entertainment, recreation,
health, social, religious, legal, and other professional services.
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Office of Regional ReMarch and Service

March 21, 1985

Dear Colleague:
I am writing to ask your help in completing a very important project
for Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
SIUC is a publicly supported university. As such it has a responsibility
and a need to demonstrate and to make known its many benefits to the people of
Illinois. Among these benefits is the enormous impact SIUC has upon the
economy of southern Illinois and to some extent upon the entire State of
Illinois. Expenditures by the University, by faculty and staff (active and
retired) and by students form a major portion of the economy of this area.
Making known such information to the citizens and especially to responsible
legislators and government officials will help make an even stronger case for
improved support for SIUC.
The Office of Regional Research and Service is undertaking a study of
the economic impact of SIUC upon our area and the state.
You have been randomly selected to be part of a representative sample
of people to participate directly in our study. A short questionnaire is
attached and we would be most grateful to you if you would take just a few
minutes (no more than 15 minutes) to complete it and then mail it back to
us in the stamped self-addressed envelope.
Your answers will be held in the strictest confidence. We are
interested only in group responses. No individual answers will be
reported.
We do hope that you will answer all of the questions and return the
questionnaire just as soon as you have completed it.
Our sample is small. Your response is especially important to the
validity of results. Please help us present a strong report.
If you have any questions, call us at 536-7737.
Thank you.
. ,,

Sin(j:erely '1~purs,/

.
/.:/I' , ( /
jt,v:..<..

..

. / ., I,

. ( t'): U'IV

. e~Go
·ldan
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Director
.

/

FACULTY/STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE
{FAPCS)

1.

2.

Instructions
Please respond to the questions which follow in as complete a manner as
possible. No individual responses will be reported. Only group data will be
reported. Your responses should be for the school year July 1, 1984
through June 30, 1985.
The sequence number in the upper right-hand corner is our reference number
for follow-up phone calls only. The follow-up phone calls are to those individuals in our sample who have not returned the questionnaire. Once ·we have the
completed questionnaire the number will be destroyed. No individual will be
identified with any of the responses.
Please answer all the questions. If a question does not apply to you put
0 on the response line.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please check one: (If you have an administrative title please check
Administrative/Professional)
Faculty _ _
% of time
Administrative/Professional
% of time
Civil Service
% of time
Please check:
Male

3.

4.

Female - Your age ____
Do you have any school age dependents living with you? Yes
No
If yes, how many attend public elementary schools (Grades K-8)? _____

Name of school (s) or school district(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - How many attend public high schools (Grades 9-12)? _ _ _ __
Name of school(s) or school district(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.

Do you rent your present residence? Yes _ _ No _ _
If yes, what is the.monthly rent you pay? $________
9 month lease
12 month lease - - - What is your county?-----------------

6.

No
Do you own your own home? Yes
$
If yes, how much did you pay in property taxes in 1984? -"-------What is your county?----------------78

•

(FAPCS - 2)

7.

•

Consider your annual net household income for 1984 . Include your wage and
salary at SIUC, wages and salaries of others in your household, and all other
income (interest, rents, consulting, etc.), and exclude all state and federal
taxes, plus deductions for retirement.
Your 1984 net household income? $._ _ _ _ __
Approximately what per cent (%) of your annual net household income is saved?

8.

9.

10.

%

Consider again your annual net household income. What per cent (%) of that
income comes from:
Your SIUC wage & salary?
- - - -%
Wages and salaries of other members of your household?
- - - -%
Other income (interest, rents, consulting, etc.)
- - - -%
(Total should equal 100%)
- - - -%
What per cent (%) of your net income is spent on:
Food (at home)
- - - -%
Clothing
- - - -%
Rent or mortgage
- - - -%
Entertainment (dining out, movies, etc.)
---..,...--%
1
_ _ _ _ 0,/
,o
Household furnishings (VCR s, furniture, etc.)
Car operation and maintenance
- - - -%
Other
- - - -%
One of the objectives of this survey is to consider the geographic area of your
spending. Approximately what per cent (%) of your annual net household income is spent ..
At SIUC*?
%
*Please include money spent on tuition, fees, University housing,
athletic events, concerts, etc., as well as Student Center purchases
(books, clothing, etc.)
In Jackson County? (excluding SIUC)
%
In Franklin County?
%
In Jefferson County?
%
In Johnson County?
%
In Perry County?
%
In Randol ph County?
%
In Saline County?
%
In Union County?
%
In Williamson County?
%
Elsewhere in Illinois
%
Elsewhere outside of Illinois
%
(Total should equal 100%)
%
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(FAPCS - 3)

11.

How many people (relatives, friends) from outside the 9 county area (see
previous question) visit you during the year? _ _ _ __

12.

What is the total amount of money (approximately) they spend while they are
At SIUC (include ticket prices to athletic events and concerts
as well as money spent on campus)
$
·------In Jackson County (excluding SIUC. Include money spent in hotels,
restaurants, gas, etc.)
$_ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ __
In the eight other counties

13.

If you were not employed by the University, would you currently be living in
any of the 9 counties listed earlier? Yes _ _ No _ _
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return this completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Office of Regional Research and Service

March 21, 1985

•

Dear Colleague:

[

I am writing to ask your help in completing a very important project
for Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
SIUC is a publicly supported university. As such it has a responsibility
and a need to demonstrate and to make known its many benefits to the people of
Illinois. Among these benefits is the enormous impact SIUC has upon the
economy of southern Illinois and to some extent upon the entire State of
Illinois. Expenditures by the University, by faculty and staff (active and
retired) and by students form a major portion of the economy of this area .
Making known such information to the citizens and especially to responsible
legislators and government officials will help make an even stronger case for
improved support for SIUC.
The Office of Regional Research and Service is undertaking a study of
the economic impact of SIUC upon our area and the state.
You have been randomly selected to be part of a representative sample
of people to participate directly in our study. A short questionnaire is
attached and we would be most grateful to you if you would take just a few
minutes (no more than 15 minutes) to complete it and then mail it back to
us in the stamped self-addressed envelope.
Your answers will be held in the strictest confidence. We are
interested only in group responses. No individual answers will be
reported.
We do hope that you will answer all of the questions and return the
questionnaire just as soon as you have completed it.
Our sample is small. Your response is especially important to the
validity of results. Please help us present a strong report.
If you have any questions, call us at 536-7737.
......

.

Thank you.
'·

Since;ely yLs, ,/
'

.· ..

'
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RETIREES QUESTIONNAIRE
(R)

Instructions
Please respond to the questions which follow in as complete a manner as
possible. No individual responses will be reported. Only group data will be
reported. Your responses should be for the school year July 1, 1984 through
June 30, 1985.
The sequence number in the upper right-hand corner is our reference number
for follow-up phone calls only. The follow-up phone calls are to those individuals in our sample who have not returned the questionnaire. Once we have the
completed questionnaire the number will be destroyed. No individual will be
identified with any of the responses.
Please answer all the questions. If a question does not apply to you put
~ in the response line.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Please check one:

(If you have or had an administrative title at the time
of retirement check Administrative/Professional)

1.

Faculty
Administrative/Professional
Civil Service

2.

Please check:
Male

Phased Retirement (check one)
% of time
% of time
% of time

Female

3.

Your age

4.

Do you rent your present residence? Yes
If yes, what is the monthly rent you pay? $
What is your county?

5.

Do you own your own home? Yes - - No - If yes, how much did you pay in property taxes in 1984? $- - - - What is your county? _______
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No

~KLJ

-

-t.)

6.

Consider your annual net household income for 1984. Include your wage and
salary, the wages and salaries of others in your household, all retirement
incomes (pensions, Social Security, etc.) for yourself and others of your
household. Also, include all other incomes (tnterest, rents, consulting, etc.),
and exclude all state and federal taxes.

7.

Approximately what is your annual net household income? $- - - - - - What per cent (%) is saved? - - - -%

8.

One of the objectives of this survey is to consider the location of your
spending. Approximately what per cent (%) of your annual net household income
is spent .
At SIUC*?
- - -%
*Please include money spent on tuition, fees, University housing,
athletic events, concerts, etc., as well as Student Center purchases
(books, clothing, etc.)
In Jackson County? (excluding SIUC)
%
In Franklin County?
- - -%
In Jefferson County?
- - -%
In Johnson County?
- - -%
In Perry County?
- - -%
In Randolph County?
- - -%
In Saline County?
- - -%
In Union County?
- - -%
In Williamson County?
- - -%
Elsewhere in Illinois?
- - -%
Elsewhere outside Illinois
- - -%
(Total should equal 100%) - - -%
Consider again your annual net household income.
What per cent (%) of that income comes from:
Your SIUC wage and salary?
Wages and sala~ies of others in your household?
Other income (interest, rents, consulting, etc.)?
State retirement, Social Security, and other retirement sources?
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- - -%

---%%
--- - -%

(R - 3)

10.

What per cent (%) of your annual net income is spent on:
Food (at home)
Clothing
Rent or mortgage
Entertainment (dining out, movies, etc.)
Household furnishings (VCR's, furniture, etc.)
Car operation and maintenance
Other

- - -%
- - -%
- - -%
- - -%
- - -%
- - -%
- - -%

11.

How many people (relatives, friends) from outside the 9 county area (see
earlier question) visit you during the year? - - - -

12.

What is the total amount of money (approximately) they spend while they are ..
At SIUC (include ticket prices to athletic events and concerts
as well as money spent on campus)
In Jackson County (excluding SIUC. Include money spent in hotels,
restaurants, gas, etc.)
In the eight other counties

13.

$

-------

$_ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ __

If you had not been employed by the University, would you currently be living
in southern Illinois? Yes
No
-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return this completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Office of Regional Research and Service

March 21, 1985

Dear Student:
I am writing to ask your help in completing a very important project
for Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
SIUC is a publicly supported university. As such it has a responsibility
and a need to demonstrate and to make known its many benefits to the people
of Illtnois. Among these benefits is the enormous impact SIUC has upon the
economy of southern Illinois and to some extent upon the entire State of
Illinois. Expenditures by the University, by faculty and staff (active and
retired) and by students form a major portion of the economy of this area.
Making known such information to the citizens and especially to responsible
legislators and government officials will help make an even stronger case for
improved support for SIUC.
The Office of Regional Research and Service is undertaking a study of
the economic impact of SIUC upon our area and the state.
You have been randomly selected to be part of a representative sample
of people to participate directly in our study. A short questionnaire is
attached and we would be most grateful to you if you would take just a few
minutes (no more than 15 minutes) to complete it and then mail it back to
us in the stamped self-addressed envelope.
Your answers will be held in the strictest confidence. We are
interested only in group responses. No individual answers will be
reported.
We do hope that you will answer all of the questions and return the
questionnaire just as soon as you have completed it.
Our sample is small. Your response is especially important to the
validity of results. Please help us present a strong report.
If you have any questions, call us at 536-7737.
Thank you.

Attachment
SG:mls

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
(S)

1.

Instructions
Please respond to the questions which follow in as complete a manner as
possible. No individual response~ will be reported. Only group data will be
reported.
The sequence number in the upper right-hand corner is our reference number
for follow-up phone calls only. The follow-up phone calls are to those individuals in our sample who have not returned the questionnaire. Once we have the
completed questionnaire the number will be destroyed. No individual will be
identified with any of the responses.
Please answer all the questions. If a question does not apply to you put
0 on the response line.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please check one:
Please check one:
Freshman - Full-time student - Sophomore _ _
Part-time student - Junior - Senior - Masters - Doctoral
Professional (Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Law, etc.) - -

2.

Please check:

3.

Female - Male - Your age - - -

4.

Do you have a student work job with SIUC?

Yes

No _ _

Do you have a graduate assistantship with SIUC? Yes
No _ _
1/4 time
1/2 time - Do you have a graduate fellowship with SIUC? Yes
No _ _
5.

What are your present living arrangements? (check one)
University Housing _ _
Off-campus with parents or friends without paying rent _ _
Off-Campus in renta 1 housing _ __
What is your county? - - - - - - 86

(S - 2)

•

6.

If you are in off-campus rental housing, what is your monthly rental rate?
9 month lease- - - - 12 month lease - - - -

7.

Do you own your own home? Yes
No - If yes, how much in property taxes did you pay in 1984? $
------What is your county? - - - - - - -

8.

If SIUC had not been established would you: (check one)

$

----

Attend another college or university~ southern Illinois? _ _
Attend another college or university outside of southern Illinois?
Not attend college or university? - 9.

10.

One of the objectives of this survey is to consider the extent and location
of your spending. Consider all of your expenses for this school year.
Approximately what is the total amount of your expenses for the year? $- - - - - How much of the above amount is spent . .
$_ _ _ __
At SIUC*?
*Please include money spent on tuition, fees, University housing,
athletic events, concerts, etc., as well as Student Center
purchases (books, clothing, etc.)

In Jackson County (excluding SIUC)?
In Franklin County?
In Jefferson County?
In Johnson County?
In Perry County?
In Randolph County?
In Saline County?
In Union County?
In Williamson County?
Elsewhere in Illinois?
Elsewhere outside Illinois
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$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

(S -3)

11.

Within the past year, how many people (parents, relatives, and friends) from
outside the 9 county area (see the previous question) visited you (excluding
Halloween) during the year? - - - -

12.

What is the total amount of money (approximately) they will spend while they are ..
At SIUC? (Include ticket prices to athletic events and concerts as
well as money spent on campus)
$
-----In Jackson County? (Excluding SIUC. Include money spent in hotels,
restaurants, gas, etc.)
$
-----In the eight (other) counties (see earlier questions for the name of
$_ _ _ _ __
these counties)

13.

Are you a military veteran? Yes
No - Within the past twelve (12) months have you received any veteran's
benefits? Yes
No - If yes, for how many months? _ _ __
If yes, how much did you receive each month?

14.

$- - - - -

What per cent (%) of your gross income is spent on:
Food (at home)
Clothing
Rent or mortgag~
Entertainment (dining out, movies, etc.)
Household furnishings (VCR's, furniture, etc.)
Car operation and maintenance
Other

15.

- - -%
_ _ _0/
lo

- - -%
- - -%
- - -%

- - -%
- - -%

Do you have any school age dependents living with you? Yes
No ____
If yes, how many attend public elementary schools (Grades K-8)? ____
Name of school (s) or school district(s) _________________~
How many attend public high schools (Grades 9-12)? _____
Name of school (s) or school district(s)___:.'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return this completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Office of Regional Research and Service

March 21 , 1985

Dear Student:
I am writing to ask your help in completing a very important project
for Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
SIUC is a publicly supported university. As such it has a responsibility
and a need to demonstrate and to make known its many benefits to the people
of Illinois. Among these benefits is the enormous impact SIUC has upon the
economy of southern Illinois and to some extent upon the entire State of
Illinois. Expenditures by the University, by faculty and staff (active and
retired) and by students form a major portion of the economy of this area.
Making known such information to the citizens and especially to responsible
legislators and government officials will help make an even stronger case for
improved support for SIUC.
The Office of Regional Research and Service is undertaking a study of
the economic impact of SIUC upon our area and the state.
You have been randomly selected to be part of a representative sample
of people to participate directly in our study. A short questionnaire is
attached and we would be most grateful to you if you would take just a few
minutes (no more than 15 minutes) to complete it and then mail it back to
us in the stamped self-addressed envelope.
Your answers will be held in the strictest confidence. We are
interested only in group responses. No individual answers will be
reported.
We do hope that you will answer all of the questions and return the
questionnaire just as soon as you have completed it.
Our sample is small. Your response is especially important to the
validity of results. Please help us present a strong report .
If you have any questions, call us at 536-7737.
Thank you .
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Samuel Gal man
Director
I

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
(IS)

1.

Instructions
Please respond to the questions which follow in as complete a manner as
possible. No individual responses will be reported. Only group data will be
reported. Your responses should be for the current school year.
The sequence number in the upper right-hand corner is our reference number
for follow-up phone calls only. The follow-up phone calls are to those individuals in our sample who have not returned the questionnaire. Once we have the
completed questionnaire the number will be destroyed. No individual will be
identified with any of the responses.
Please answer all the questions. If a question does not apply to you put
0 in the response line.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please check one:
Please check one:
Freshman - Full time - Sophomore - Part time - Junior - Senior - Masters - Doctoral
Professional (Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Law, etc.)

2.

Please check :
Male

3.

4.

Female - Your age _ _ __
--

Do you have a student work job with SIUC? Yes _ _ No - Do you have a graduate assistantship with SIUC? Yes
No - 1/4 time
l/2 time - - - Do you have a graduate fellowship with SIUC?
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Yes _ _

No - -

(IS -2)

5.

What are your present living arrangements? (check one)
University housing - Off-campus with parents or friends without paying rent - Off-campus in rental housing (houses, apartment, etc.)
. What is your county? - - - - - - -

6.

If you are living in off-campus rental housing, what is your monthly rental
rate? $- - - - For how long: 9 month lease- - - - - 12 month lease - - - - -

7.

Do you own your own home? Yes
No _ _
If yes, how much in property taxes did you pay in 1984?
What county are you living in while at the University?

$- - - - - - -

8.

One of the objectives of this survey is to consider the extent and the
location of your spending. Consider all of your expenses for this school
year (August 15, 1984- August 14, 1985). Approximately what is the total
amount spent? $_ _ _ _ _ __

9.

How much of the above amount of expenses is spent
$_ _ _ _ __
At SIUC*
*Please include money spent on tuition, fees, University housing,
athletic events, concerts, etc., as well as Student Center
purchases (books, clothing, etc.)
In Jackson County (excluding SIUC figures)? $- - - - - - -

$_ _ _ _ __

Elsewhere in Illinois?
Elsewhere outside Illinois?
10.

$_ _ _ _ __

Within the past year, how many people (parents, relatives, and friends) from
outside the Jackson county area visit you (excluding Halloween) during the
year? ______
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(IS - 3)

11.

What is the total amount of money (approximately) they spend while they are ..
At SIUC (include ticket prices to athletic events and concerts as
well as money spent on campus)
In Jackson County (excluding SIUC. Include money spent in hotels,
restaurants, gas, etc.)
In other surrounding counties

12.

Consider your total income for 1984.
other income.

$

-------

$_ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ __

Include salaries, wages, plus all

Your 1984 income? $- - - - - - Approximately what per cent (%) of your 1984 income came from outside the
United States? - - - -%
13.

What per cent (%) of your gross income is spent on:
Food (at home)
Clothing
Rent or mortgage
Entertainment (dining out, movies, etc.)
Household furnishings (VCR's, furniture, etc.)
Car operation and maintenance
Other

14.

- - -%
- - -%
- - -%
%
--%
---

- - -%
- - -%

Do you have any school age dependents living with you? Yes
No - If yes, how many attend public elementary schools (Grades K-8)? ________
Name of school (s) or school district(s) ___________________
How many attend public high schools (Grades 9-12)? _ _ __
Name of school(s) or school district(s) ___________________
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return this completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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APPENDIX C
SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATIONS AND OF THE SURVEY RESPONDENTS
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Table C-1
Faculty, Administrative/Professional, and Civil Service Personnel
Distribution by SIUC Salary Range for Population and Survey Respondents
for Nine-County Area
SIUC Salary Intervals
in Thousands of
Dollars
0 - 4,999
5,000 - 9,999
10,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 19,999
20,000 - 24,999
25,000 - 29,999
30,000 - 34,999
35,000 - 39,999
40,000 - 44,999
45,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 54,999
55,000 - 59,999
more than 60,000

Population
No.
66 '
315
798
713
630
379
293
182
117

50
39
28
23

&

1.8
8.7
21.9
19.6
17.3
10.4
8. 1
5.0
3.2
1.4
1.1
0.8
0.6

Rank
9
5
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
10

8
15
34
32
33
21
23
28
13
5

11

11

12
13

7
9

3.3
6.3
14.2
13.4
13.8
8.8
9.6
11.7

5. 4
2. 1
4.6
2.9
3.8

239

Total

3,633

Mean

$15,000 - 19,999

Source:

Survey
Respondents
No .
Rank
%

$20,000 - 24,999

SIUC Personnel Office and Survey Returns
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11

7
1
3
2
6

5
4
8
13
9
12
10

Table c,-2
Faculty, Administrative/Professional, and Civil Service Personnel
Distribution by County for Population and Survey Respondents

no.

Count~

Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Williamson
Other
Total
Source:

99
2803
11
18
51
8
12
162
469
210

Population
% of total
2.5
72.9
0.2
0.4
1.3
0.2
0.3
4.2
12.2
5.4

Rank
5
1
9
7
6
9
8
4
2
3

3843{a)

No.
15
115
5
9
16
5

6
24
44
0

239

SIUC Personnel Office and Survey Returns

aBy February 1985 the number had grown to 3,892.
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Survey
Respondents
% of total
6.2
48.1
2.0
3. 7
6.6
2.0
2.5
10.0
18.4

Rank
5
1
8
6
4
8
7
3
2
0

Table C-3
Faculty, Administrative/Professional and Civil Service Personnel
Distribution by Sex for Population and Survey Respondents

Sex

Population
No.
%

Male
Female

2,174
1 '718

Total

3,892

Source:

56
44

Survey
Respondents
No.
%
148
63
211

SIUC Personnel Office and Survey Returns
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70
30

Table C-4
Faculty, Administrative/Professional and Civil Service Personnel
Distribution by Age for Population and Survey Respondents

No.

Age
67
64
61
58
55
52
49
46
43
40
37
34
31
28
25
22
21

and over
- 66
- 63
- 60
- 57
- 54
- 51
- 48
- 45
- 42
- 39
- 36
- 33
- 30
- 27
- 24
and under

30
71

152
185
227
231
248
272
283
333
372
387
369
301
218
155
38

Population
% of Total
0.7
1.8
3.9
4.7
5.8
5.0
6.3
6.9
7.2
8. 5
9.5
9.9
9.4
7.7
5.6
3.9
0.9

Rank

No.

17
15
13
12
19
9
8
7
6
4
2
1
3
5

1
7
15
12
15
10
10
20
18
18
27
17
12
17
1
5
3

11

13
16

3,892

207

Median

41

43

Mean

41.7

44.1

Source:

SIUC Personnel Office and Survey Returns
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Survey
Respondents
% of Total
0.4
3.3
7.2
5.7
7.2
4.8
4.8
9.6
8.6
8.6
13.0
8.2
5.7
8.2
0.4
2.4
1.4

Rank
16
13
7
9
7
11
11

2
3
3
1
5
9
5
16
14
15

Table C-5
Retiree Distribution by County for Population and Survey Respondents

County

No.

Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Perry
Randolph
Saline
Union
Wi 11 i amson
Other
Total

Source:

38
619
2
8
10
2
7
41
142
355

Population
%of Total

Rank

No.

4
1
8
6
5
8
7
3

4
45
1
3
3
1
1
4
5
0

4.3
71.2
0.2
0.9
1.1
0.2
0.8
4.7
16.3

2

1244
355
869

61

SIUC Annuitant Association and Survey Returns
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Survey
Respondents
%of Total
5.9
67.1
1.4
4.4
4.4
1.4
1.4
5.9
7.4

Rank
3
1
7
5
5
7
7
3
2

Table C-6
Retiree Distribution by Sex and Age For Survey Respondents
No.

%

Male
Female

43
30

58
42

81
76
71
66
61
54

4
15
16
16
14
7

4
21
22
22
20
10

Item
Sex

Age
-

87
80
75
70
65
60
Median Age 70
Mean Age 70.2

Source:

Survey Returns
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Table C-7

u.s.

Student Distribution By Sex, Class Level and Age

Item
Sex

Male
Female

Survey
No.

Respondents

Population

%

&

139
108

56
44

63
37

194
49

80
20

83
17

16
6
6
8
8
10
12
62
61
53

7
2
2
3
3
4
5
26
25
22

5
2
2
3
3
5
8
17
28
26

Class Level
Undergraduate
Graduate
Age
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
Median Age
Mean Age
Source:

-

38
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19

Median Age
Mean Age

22
23.5

20.8
23. 1

Survey Returns, Office of Admissions and Records, Institutional
Research and Studies
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Table C-8
International Student Distribution By Sex, Class Level and Age
Survey
No.

Item

Respondents
%

Population
No.
%

Sex
Male
Female

1441
599

71
29

68
21

76
24

1392
648

68
32

61
28

69
31

3
1
3
6
6
15
18
20
13
3

3
1
3
7
7
17
20
23
15
3

Class Level
Undergraduate
Graduate
Age
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
Median Age
Mean Age
Source:

-

40
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21

19

6
2
4
4
7
10
18
23
17
8
Median Age
Mean Age

24
25

24.3
25.1

Survey Returns, Office of International Programs and Services,
Institutional Research and Studies
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Table C-9
Estimated Percentage of Home Ownership and Total Property Tax
Paid By University Community in 1984-85
Group

% Of Home
Ownership

FAPCS

83

Retirees

Average Property
Taxes Paid

Total Property
Taxes Paid

881

$2,656,558(a)

98

729

620,83l(b)

U.S. Students

12

699

1,488,282(c)

International
Students

1

1,052

21,460td)

$

$4,787 '131
Source:

Survey Returns

For the nine-county area only.
aPopulation data derived by (83% of 3,633) X 881
bPopulation data derived by (98% of 869) X 729
cPopulation data derived by (12% of 17,743*) X 699
dPopulation data derived by (1% of 2,040) X 1,052
*Number of students who responded that they are in this area because of ·
the presence of SIUC.
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